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ABSTRACT

The passage of a reverse current through Schottky

diodes of ZnSe not containing intentionally added luminescence

centres excites a broad band of electroluminescent emission

which extends from 2.650V to 0.<f+eV. It has been shown that

the electronic transitions giving rise to this emission band

are between certain valleys of the ZnSe conduction band. Struct¬

ure in the spectrum has been explained in terms of transitions

between several pairs of conduction band valleys. It is suggest¬

ed that similar studies of the light emission -from reverse biassed

Schottky diodes could be used as a method of gaining experimental

information on the band structure for a wide range of semicond¬

uctors.

Electroluminescence has also been studied in ZnSe Schottky

diodes in which Mn or Cu centres were present. For the Mn- doped

diodes the reverse bias emission is yellow in colour and the

photometric power efficiency compares favourably with commercially

available yellow light electroluminescent sources. The mechanism

of excitation in reverse biassed ZnSe diodes containing lumines¬

cence-centres is by impact of these centres with energetic elect¬

rons.

A weak electroluminescent emission has been observed

in forward biassed ZnSe Schottky diodes. The field for this

polarity of bias is insufficient to impact excite or impact

ionize luminescence centres and a model of excitation by hole

injection is discussed for this case*
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1, INTRODUCTION

During the past few years the electronics industry has devoted

considerable effort in attempts to produce light-emitting diodes of high

photometric power efficiency, lamps are commercially available using

p - n junctions of GaP and Ga As P, , amongst other materials.♦ With the

trend of a steadily reducing price per unit these are finding increasing

application, especially in alpha-numeric displays and as indicator lamps

on instruments. For the manufacture of efficient diode sources of visible

light a semiconductor of band gap greater than about 2eV is required. Many

of the II-VI zinc-blende semiconductors satisfy this condition and have

therefore frequently been considered as potential lamp materials.

Zinc selenide, which is a member of the above class of compounds

and has a band gap of 2.7eV, has not been neglected by other workers as a

possible lamp material but one reason for its non-adoption is the difficulty

of making it usefully p-type thus precluding the manufacture of suitable

p - n junctions. This difficulty is encountered in several other II-VI

compounds, some of which are efficient phosphors, and hence otherwise

likely to be suitable as a visible light source material. In the present

work Schottky diodes have been prepared on n-type ZnSe and the excitation of the

luminescence centres achieved in an impact process by energetic carriers

in.reverse biassed diodes. The usual method of excitation employed in p - n

junctions is by minority carrier injection in forward bias. The preparation

of Schottky diodes is a much cheaper procedure than the preparation of p - n

junctions so that, in this respect, the former type has a cost advantage as a

practical device.

A part of the work of this thesis has been a study of the electro¬

luminescence in ZnSe doped with Mn or with Cu as luminescence centres.

Possible practical applications arising from the work have been given some

consideration.

The main area of study has been the light emission which occurs
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in reverse bias of Schottky diodes on ZnSe free from deliberately added

luminescence centres. The emission spectrum under these conditions is a broad

band extending over a range of about 2.1eV from the visible into the infra¬

red regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. A study of this spectrum was

of interest because it was expected to reveal information regarding the

interaction of energetic carriers with the ZnSe lattice. Since structure

was observed in the broad emission band this was anticipated to be

associated with the nature of the ZnSe band structure which could therefore

be studied from diode spectra. It has been noted in the introductory remarks

of chapter 3 that other authors have reported observations of similar

broad-band spectra in other materials, but they used reverse-biassed p - n

junctions rather than the simpler Schottky diode structure used in the

present work. These other studies, however, have been less intensive

than has the work of this thesis.

The research fields outlined above, in which D.C. reverse bias

electroluminescence in ZnSe was investigated both with and without the

deliberate inclusion of luminescence centres, are two related projects on

the behaviour of free carriers in high fields (100 kV/cm); in the former

case energetic carriers lose energy in interactions with luminescence centres

and in the latter case, since the density of such centres is small, higher

average free carrier energies are achieved. The behaviour of carriers at

high fields is a topical branch of semiconductor physics largely on account

of the device application of the Gunn effect.

A minor part of this thesis is the investigation of light emission

in forward bias of ZnSe diodes. This is of interest for purposes of

comparing the spectra with the corresponding reverse bias emission and

because a completely different excitation mechanism is involved.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1. Preparation of ZnSe for diode manufacture

The preparation of the ZnSe used in the manufacture of the Schottky

diodes for the experimental work of this thesis was not performed by the

author and therefore only a very brief outline of the preparation procedure

is appropriate here. The ZnSe was made by direct synthesis of the elements

and grown into crystals by a vapour phase transport method. The Zn (99.999$

purity) and the Se (99.9998$ purity) used in the synthesis were both obtained

from Koch-Light Laboratories. A1 was added as a donor to obtain n-type

conductivity. In some preparations luminescence centres were deliberately

introduced by the incorporation of either Mn or Cu into the ZnSe. The product

contained crystallites of about 1mm size.

2,2 Diode fabrication

The ZnSe prepared as described above was cut into chips of typical

dimensions 2mm x 2mm x 1mm. Dhmic contact was provided by alloying on In dots

in an evacuated chamber. Suitable heating conditions to obtain ohmic contact

had been determined in preliminary experiments and two In dots were alloyed

onto each chip to enable checks to be made that the contacts were indeed

ohmic. On one of the larger faces of each chip a Schottky barrier contact

was prepared by evaporation of the contact metal through a mask and the

diameter range for these rectifying contacts was 0.4mm to 1.0mm. The

evaporation was from an electrically heated tungsten filament and was performed
_5

at a vacuum of 10 torr. On account of its chemical inertness Au was chosen

as the barrier contact metal for the manufacture of most diodes. A few diodes

were prepared with A1 rectifying contacts, with this metal chosen because of

the readily available and not very highly reactive metals, it differs most in

work function from Au.

Surface preparation of the ZnSe prior to the application of both ohmic
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and rectifying contacts consisted of rubbing down the chip on fine (600 mesh)

moistened carborundum, followed by etching with a solution of bromine in

methanol (5% by volume) and finally treating the chip with CS2. The purpose
of the CS2 treatment was to remove the layer of Se which formed on the
surface of the ZnSe during etching. The surface was prepared in the above

way immediately before the application of the In contacts and again just

before placing the ZnSe chips in the evacuable chamber for the evaporation

of the barrier metal. Precautions were taken to minimize the exposure of

surface-treated chips to the atmosphere by keeping these wet with methanol

until placement in the appropriate chamber which was then immediately

evacuated. The In contacts were protected during the second etch by coating

them with a suitable wax which was later removed with a solvent.

Diode capacitance measurements

Measurements of the differential capacitance (C) of the ZnSe

Schottky diodes were made to determine the donor concentration (N^). A
_2

plot of C against applied bias, V, is linear for an ideal Schottky

barrier and for all of the diodes tested in this work, with the exception
_2

of the first few diode fabrications. The slope of a C vs. V plot for an

.ideal Schottky barrier on an n-type semiconductor is given by

£C_L = 2__^ (2#1)
dV Be A

where £ is the permittivity of the semiconductor at the measuring frequency

(essentially £ is equal to the static value), e is the electronic charge and

A is the area of the rectifying contact. Equation 2.1 is given for the

rationalized M.K.S. system of units. Goodman has shown that for diodes
-2

of the metal-insulator-semiconductor form, if C is experimentally found
—•2

to vary linearly with V, then is related to dC /dV as for an ideal

Schottky diode. For an intimate metal to n-type semiconductor contact the
_2

intercept on the voltage axis in a C vs. V plot is the electron barrier

height but a larger intercept is obtained for a metal-insulator-semiconductor
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diode. From the experimentally determined value of this intercept many

diodes showed evidence of an insulating layer between the metal contact and
(2)

the ZnSe. In evaluating from equation 2.1 the value 9.1 £Q was taken
for £, where £q is the permittivity of free space.

Apart from the determination of N^, capacitance measurements were
also of value in obtaining the bias-dependent diode depletion -width and,

from this, the mean electric field in the depletion layer.

The capacitance measurements were made using a Marconi TF 2700

bridge. This instrument operates as a Schering bridge when switched to

capacitance ranges. Measurements were made at frequencies in the range

200 Hz to 100 kHz. Although Marconi recommended that the bridge only be

used at frequencies below 20 kHz it was found, by preparing a parallel

capacitance-resistance network to simulate the capacitance and loss of

typical diodes, that the capacitance as measured at 100 kHz differed by less

than 2% from the value obtained at 1 kHz. This latter frequency is the

frequency for optimum accuracy of the bridge. The A.C. signal at the diode

during capacitance measurements was arranged to be less than 20 mV pp.

Balancing of the bridge was performed using two plastic handles, each about

one foot in length, to eliminate the effects of hand capacitance. Batteries

were used to bias the diode and as the power-source for the oscillator. In
-2

plotting C against V the value of C was taken as the effective parallel

capacitance of the diode chip, although, since measurements were restricted

to a bias range in which losses were small, this was not normally sign¬

ificantly different to the equivalent series capacitance.

2.A Spectrum measurements

Luminescence spectra wa^e measured using a Zeiss SPM2 monochromator.

The dispersive element used in the SPM2 was a glass prism except for

measurements which encompassed a spectral range with photon energies less

than 1.0 eV, in which case a LiF prism was used. The spectrum measuring

equipment is shown in Fig, 2.1. Light from the D.C. excited diode, S, was
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Fig,2,1Blockdiagramofapparatususedforspectrummeasurements. C-Choppiagdisc,D-Detector,-M~Monochromator,andM -Mirrors,PGA-Phaeo-sensitiveamplifier,E-Reeorder, S-Piodcsource,D~photodiode,S-Subsidiarysourcefor obtainingroferoncosignal,



mechanically chopped at 800 Hz by the chopping disc C, then after reflection

from each of the mirrors and entered the monochromator M. At the exit

slit of M radiation was detected by the detector, D, with this connected to

the input terminal of the phase-sensitive amplifier PSA. A reference signal,

in fixed phase relationship to the signal from D, was obtained by interrupting

with C the light received at a photodiode (D') from a small source 3/. For

continuous drive of the prism in M the emission spectrum of S was displayed

by the recorder, R, which was connected to the output terminals of PSA.
f /

For some measurements C, S and D were removed and S then driven

in the bias polarity of interest from a square wave generator which was also

the source of the reference signal.

Photoluminescence spectra were measured using PSA, without the use

of C, by utilizing the 100 Hz modulation of the 365 nm exciting, light from a

mains-operated mercury lamp. The reference signal was derived from the mains

through a simple frequency doubler.

Depending on the spectral range to be covered in any particular

measurement the detector, D, was an E.M.I.9558 photomultiplier (S20 response),

a Mullard 150CVP photomultiplier (SI response), or for measurements further

into the infra-red, a Mullard 62SV PbS cell. The latter two detectors were

always cooled when in use. The upper wavelength limit that could be reached

in spectrum measurements was about 3.Op. with this limit set by room temperature

radiation from the opaque parts of C causing spurious results at longer

wavelengths. Painting of C with aluminium paint, in an attempt to reduce

its emissivity did not appreciably improve the situation. The use of the

measuring system in the form without C was not successful when the spectral

range necessitated use of the PbS cell. This was because the electrical

pick-up signal in the cell circuit, due to power radiated from the diode circuit,

was greater than the signal attributable to the optical modulation, even

for a screened system. When attempting to measure spectra for diodes at room

temperature in the wavelength range greater than 2.5p it was found essential
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to provide effective diode cooling, for example by an air blast directed at

the diode, otherwise, for the usually necessary few hundred milliwatts

dissipation in the diode, temperature radiation obscured the luminescence

emission. This effect occurred if the diode temperature exceeded 40°C.
Wavelength calibration of the monochromator was achieved by

measuring several emission lines from Na, Cd, Hg and Ne lamps. In the

infra-red range, wavelength calibration was based on standard absorption

lines of benzene and chloroform.

To obtain the true shape of the spectrum it is necessary to

apply corrections for the response of the measuring system, particularly

if the detector response changes appreciably over the width of the spectrum.

Distortion from the true spectrum shape is also caused by a photon energy

dependent dispersion of the monochromator prism and, usually less importantly,

by a photon energy dependent absorption in the prism. Many authors of papers

in which luminescence spectra aie published do not appear to have considered

these effects or to state precisely the definition of the ordinate in their

spectra. This leads to ambiguities when comparing results obtained by

different workers. In this thesis corrections for the measuring system response,

which include the above effects together with any effects due to the optics

external to the monochromator, have always been applied and the ordinate,

which is denoted by N(E), is the relative number of photons emitted per unit

photon energy interval at a photon energy E. The spectra are plotted with

E as the abcissa.

To express spectra in the terms just described requires

calibration of the measuring system using a source of a known and continuous

spectrum. The most obvious such source is a black-body radiator but this

is difficult to construct for radiation emission of a single temperature

if this temperature is more than a few hundred degrees centrigrade. As a

standard source for the calibration work a tungsten filament lamp was used
(3)

and reference made to tungsten emissivity data given by De Vos to
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determine the spectrum shape. The filament temperature, which was required

for this purpose, was estimated from filament resistance measurements and the

known^ temperature dependence of the resistivity of tungsten. Accurate

resistance measurements were made by placing the lamp in one arm of a

D.C. Wheatstone bridge. To obtain good thermal isolation of the filament

from its supports, and hence a good approximation to temperature uniformity,

a lamp with a long thin filament (240 volt, 15 watt) was chosen. The optical

system for coupling light from the tungsten lamp into the monochromator

was the same as that used in measuring the ZnSe spectra. As a check on the

reliability of De Vos's data for the spectral emissivity of tungsten it
(5)

was noted that similar measurements on the light emission properties

of hot tungsten were in good agreement.

From the detector output signal obtained with the tungsten lamp

as a source and from the calculated emission spectrum for this lamp, a

quantity s(E) was determined for a series of photon energies, where S(E)

is the detector relative output (standardized to a constant E.H.T. voltage

in the case of photomultipliers) for unit number of photons emitted by the

source per unit energy interval per unit time. The values of S(E) were

determined for a series of filament temperatures ranging from a red to a

white filament colour and without alteration of the monochromator slit

widths or of the position of the lamp. Stated more precisely, the filament

temperature range was from I4OOK to 2300K. (These temperatures were deduced

after the application of a certain correction procedure which is discussed

in the next paragraph.)'
It was discovered that at any photon energy there was a small regular

shift of the determined S(E) values with filament temperature, and this was

attributed to a small systematic error in the temperature determination. Since,
(3)

according to De Vos , the spectral emissivity of tungsten is only very

weakly dependent on temperature, a semilogarithmic plot of detector output

against the reciprocal of filament temperature, at a fixed photon energy,E,

8



(E)£>kT) should be linear and have absolute slope E/k. When the filament

temperature was measured as indicated above these plots were linear but

with absolute slope 0.95E/k independently of E. This suggested that the

temperature estimates were 5% too low, and in accord with this, it was

found that the temperature-coefficient of resistance for the filament, as

directly measured in the range 0°C - 120°C, was 5% higher than that deduced

from the resistance tables previously used in the temperature estimation.

Redetermination of S(E) values, taking all filament temperatures

as 5$ higher than the values used earlier, yielded results which exhibited

only small and random variations for changes in the filament temperature.

This was shown by plotting, on a common graph, points of s(E) against E

obtained in experiments with several different filament temperatures. The

variation of s(E) with E obtained by drawing a smooth curve through the

points was subsequently used to correct ZnSe spectra. The same calibration

procedure was repeated for each combination of detector and prism used

in the measurement of ZnSe spectra. In cases where spectra were measured

separately with an S20 response photomultiplier and an Si response

photomultiplier, each forming the detector of a calibrated spectrum

measuring system, excellent agreement was obtained between the corrected

spectra even if the shape was appreciably changed by application of the

corrections.

For certain spectra, which are discussed in chapter 3> a correction

was applied for the distortion of the spectral shape caused by wavelength

dependent absorption in the diode chip.

2.5 External quantum efficiency

An S20 response photomultiplier was calibrated for absolute light

emission measurements and then, by using the photomultiplier to measure the

light output from diodes operated at known currents which were usually in the

range 0,5mA to 10mA, the external quantum efficiencies were determined.
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The calibration procedure involved measuring the photomultiplier

output, Vq, for a known photon current of L photons per unit time incident
upon the photocathode. This photon current was obtained by a large and

known attenuation of a laser beam of known pre-attenuation power. The source

was a Spectra-Physics model 132 He - Ne laser ( ^ = 632.8 nm) with nominal

laser light output of 1.5 mW, For reasons to be given later a concave lens

was introduced in the laser beam and the beam power, with no other

attenuation apart from that due to the lens, was measured using a Spectra-

Physics 401 laser power meter. This instrument is claimed by its manu¬

facturers to be accurate to within 5% for He - Ne laser powers in the 1.5mW

region. The large and known attenuation was produced by a series of two or

three filters. Each individual filter caused an attenuation which had been

determined from transmission measurements of He - Ne laser light. Several

combinations of the calibrated filters were used, with an overall attenuation
2 1±

in the range 2 x 10 to 5 x 10' . For the upper decade of this attenuation

range the attenuated beam power was of similar magnitude to the radiant

power from a typical ZnSe diode operated at a reverse current of 1mA.

Over £he entire attentuation range the ratio Y0f~L^ was constant to within
the limits of experimental error. The laser beam,as delivered by the source,

was narrow lmm wide at a distance of lm from the source) and of small

divergence. The purpose of the concave lens was to increase the beam

divergence so that a larger part of the photocathode was illuminated by the

beam than would otherwise have been practicable. This had the benefit of

reducing the possibility of overloading a small part of the photocathode and

also meant that the results obtained were more representative of the propertie

of the whole of the photocathode surface. With the lens in position the

illuminated zone of the photocathode was about 1cm in diameter.

To measure the external quantum efficiency of a diode this was

placed at a known distance in front and along the axis of the photocathode

of the calibrated photomultiplier. From this distance, and the known radius



of the photocathode the solid angle, XI, subtended by the diode at the

photocathode, was calculated, It was arranged that XI was a large fraction

of the maximum possible value of . If the photomultiplier output,

after standardization to the same E.H.T. voltage as in the calibration,

was V then assuming spatial uniformity of emission, the total rate, 1,

of emission of photons from the diode was obtained from the equation,

L = 1 . V . % . jfc7£ (2.2)
V - no q XL

where Qq is the quantum efficiency of the photocathode for light of wavelength
632.8nm and Q is its mean value for the diode spectrum. Qq and Q were obtained
by reference to the photocathode sensitivity data provided by the manufacturer

of the photomultiplier. For sufficiently broad spectra the determination of Q

required a numerical integration over the entire emission spectrum. Since _Ou

was large any error in the assumption of spatial uniformity of emission is

not, for the purpose of obtaining approximate results, critical. The diode

current was always noted when measuring L and therefore the external quantum

efficiency could be found.

By obvious modifications to the definitions of L and Q the external

quantum efficiency for photons within a specified energy band, rather than

for the whole of the spectrum, was found for certain broad spectra.

For some of the diodes studied in this thesis the external power

effiency, expressed in photometric terms, has been quoted as this is a more

useful quantity than the external quantum efficiency for gauging the

technological value of the diodes. The determination of the external photo¬

metric power efficiency from the external quantum efficiency was trivial.

2.6 Relative light output as a function of diode current and voltage

The output of an S20 response photomultiplier, placed with respect

to a diode under test as in the external quantum efficiency determination, was

measured for a series of known diode currents and corresponding voltages to



study the relative light output as a function of diode current and voltage.

The light emission intensity in each diode was typically measured over a range

of more than six decades and sometimes ova? as much as eight decades. To make

measurements over such large ranges it was necessary to vary the E.H.T.

voltage applied to the photomultiplier and then to reduce the photo-

multiplier outputs all to the basis of a certain standard E.H.T. voltage.

Some measurements were made with diodes excited by D.C. and

in other measurements diodes were operated from a square wave generator at a

frequency of 80Hz. In the former case the photomultiplier output was

measured directly as the signal voltage across the anode load resistor and

in the latter case a phase-sensitive amplifier was used. The limit of

sensitivity for light emission measurements with the square wave method of

diode excitation was better by about an order of magnitude compared with that

for the D.C. method. For some diodes the experiment was performed both for

D.C. and square-wave excitation and good agreement was obtained when the

results were reduced to a common basis by use of the previously measured

gain of the phase-sensitive amplifier for square wave input.

For measurements over a range of currents for which heating effects

would be caused for D.C. or square wave excitation diodes were pulsed to

avoid these effects.

2.7. Measurements of light rise and fall times.

The rise and fall times for the light emission from ZnSe diodes

were obtained by pulsing the diodes from a pulse generator source. The

light was collected, without a spectrometer or filter in its path, by a

photomultiplier, the output of which was fed to either an oscilloscope

or a boxcar detector. The rise and fall times were obtained from the

oscilloscope trace or from the output of the boxcar detector.

In measurements for diodes with no deliberately added luminescence

centres there was particular interest in obtaining high time resolution, The

rectifying contacts on the ZnSe were made as small as conveniently possible

12



(0.4 ram- diameter) to minimize diode capacitance. The photomultiplier employed

in these measurements was an R.C.A. model IP28, which was chosen because it

has small physical size and hence probably a small spread in the electron

transit time. The pulse generator was an Advance PG55A unit which, according

to its specifications, has output voltage rise time and fall time each less

than 15ns. The current rise and fall times, with a diode driven in reverse

bias as the load, are less than the corresponding output voltage response

times of the pulse generator on account of the form of the current-voltage

characteristics of the diode. The measured diode reverse current rise and

fall times were about 3ns, and this time is not much greater than the

estimated charging time of the junction capacitance (C-~20 pF, total circuit

series resistance^ 100D.). The IP28 photomultiplier output was monitored

on a Tektronix 56IA sampling oscilloscope, which has input impedance of 50/1.

The light rise and fall times as measured for the diodes without deliberately

added luminescence centres were each about 5.5ns (for 10%-90% rise and

90^-10$ fall). This time is close to the time resolution of the instrument.

Other measurements of diode response time, particularly in cases

where preliminary investigations had shown the response times to be longer

than a few tens of nano-seconds or where there was less interest in

obtaining high time resolution, were made using an E.M.I. 9558 photo-

multiplier in conjunction with a Brookde&l 400 series boxcar detection system.

The latter was used in place of the sampling oscilloscope and was usually

operated with a gate time of 10ns.

The boxcar detection system was also used in the measurement of

time-resolved spectra for certain purposes which are discussed in Chapter 4»
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3. REVERSE BIAS ELECTROLUMINESCENCE IN SCHOTTKY DIODES QF ZnSe WITH

NO DELIBERATELY ADDED LUMINESCENCE CENTRES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

At an early stage of the work presented in this thesis it was noted

that there is a broad band electroluminescent emission (2.6eV - 0.5eV) which

accompanies the passage of a reverse current through Schottky barriers on

n-ZnSe free from intentionally added luminescence centres. In the past

few years similar spectra have been observed for reverse currents in p - n

„ (6-8) p (9) n _(10,11) p . (12) p , _ (13) ,junctions of Si , Ge , GaP , GaAs , GaAs Pn andX -L—X

giQ(l4)^ aqq exhibit a spectrum at least leV wide. The motivation

for studying these spectra was to gain knowledge of the behaviour of

energetic electrons in semiconductors. In the above papers the most generally

favoured explanation for the light emission mechanism has been that free

carriers are heated in the strong field of reverse-biassed junctions and the

light results from the bremsstrahlung of these hot carriers within single

valleys of the band structure. Necessarily, there is a change in free carriei

wavevector in the emission process so that measurements of the quantum

efficiency should enable conclusions to be reached regarding the scattering
(15)

mechanisms for hot carriers. Figielski and Torun first postulated the

model, of bremsstrahlen emission from hot free carriers within a single valley

and were able to give a correct quantitative calculation of the efficiency

obtained in one of the papers for Si p - n junctions^, although certain

quantities required in the calculation were estimated by rather indirect

means. When the same theory was applied by Pilkuhn in an attempt to

explain his measurements on GaP it was found that the observed quantum

efficiency exceeded the predicted value by a factor of 103.
The spectra observed for ZnSe show some structure which gives

an indication that part of the emission may be due to inter-valley transitions.

An important reason for pursuing the research was that from this spectral



structure it was hoped to gain information on the band structure of ZnSe

and also on the occupancy of higher valleys under the influence of strong
(9)

electric fields. With the exception of Ge , structure was not detected m

the other materials referred to, but this lack of observed structure may be

due to a restricted range of spectral measurements.

The present work was carried out using diodes of the metal to

n - ZnSe form for two reasons. Firstly, p - n junction diodes cannot be

readily made since ZnSe is difficult to prepare with p - type conductivity

and, secondly, the basic simplicity of Schottky diodes facilitates the analysis

of results. The range of experiments covered in this work is greater than in

any of the papers 6-14 as is also the depth of treatment of the results.

Both single-valley bremsstrahlung of hot free carriers and inter-valley

transitions have been considered, each combined with several different types

of interaction between carriers and lattice imperfections.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Schottky barrier diodes on n-type ZnSe were prepared as described

in chapter 2. Nearly all diodes were prepared with Au as the metal of the

rectifying contact. However, a few diodes were prepared with A1 forming the

rectifying contact so that tests could be made of any possible dependence

of the optical behaviour on the nature of the barrier metal. The following

measurements were made: reverse current and associated relative light

emission as a function of bias voltage, the spectrum shape, the absolute

efficiency of emission and the response time of the light emission for step

changes in the applied voltage. Measurements were also made of the

differential diode capacitance as a function of bias voltage for reasons

discussed in section 2.3.

3.2.1. Capacitance-voltage characteristics.

The differential capacitance, C, of the diodes was measured as

a function of applied bias, V, by the method described in the preceding
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chapter. The bias range was determined by the requirement of a sufficiently

small loss to enable satisfactory capacitance measurements to be obtained.

The bias range was typically from about 0.7 volts forward bias (ie Au or A1

positive with respect to the ZnSe) to 10 volts reverse bias. As expected
_2

for Schottky barriers, plots of C against V were found to be linear.

For many of the diodes tested the slope of such a plot was independent

of signal frequency over the range 300Hz to 100 kHz which was the frequency

range in which measurements were normally made. Some diodes, however, exhibited
—2

a slope dC /dV which was higher at 300Hz than at 100kHz by a factor as large

as three. These diodes showed a constant slope at low frequencies and a larger

constant slope at high frequencies, with the greatest rate of change of slope
"■2

occurring at about 10kHz. A check on one such diode ensured that dC~ /dV does

not change further between 100kHz and 1.6MHz.
-2

In the plots of C against V the intercept on the voltage axis was,

for 85$ of the diodes in a sample of 30 Au - contact diodes, in the range of
_q

2.0 volts to 3»0 volts. A typical C against V plot for a diode exhibiting

frequency-independent slope is shown in fig, 3.1.

The range of donor concentrations as determined from the slopes of
21 —3 25 -3

capacitance plots was 2 x 10 m to 6 x 10 m but most diodes were within
22 -3

an order of magnitude of the donor concentration 2 x 10 m ,

Cooling of a diode to 77°K reduced the donor concentration ^as deduced
from 100kHz C-V data)by about 30$ below its room temperature value. This effect

is attributed to carrier freeze-out.

3.2.2. Current-voltage characteristics

The reverse bias current-voltage characteristics were always 'soft' .

It was found that the logarithm of the current varied linearly with applied

reverse voltage for a typical current range (at room temperature) of 10 ^ to
_210 amp. Departirres from linearity outside this range are considered to be

due to leakage at small currents and to the bulk series resistance of the ZnSe

chip at high currents. In a family of In i against V curves drawn for different
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Fig. 3.1
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C vs. V plot for a Au-contact diode exhititiag

frequency independent capacitance. Tho measurements

were made with the diode at room temperature.



temperatures of a given diode each curve exhibits a straight portion correspondin;

to several orders of magnitude of variation of the current and these straight

portions are parallel to one another. This is shown for two temperatures in

fig. 3.2. In another diode, which also exhibited good linearity in a semi-

logarithmic plot of current against voltage for fixed temperature, measurements

were made of the variation of the voltage at constant current when the temperaturi

was changed. The results are given in fig. 3.3 in which it can be seen that

between 100K and 340K the voltage at the fixed current increases linearly with
I —2 —1

temperature and, from the slope, 0 /^T|^ is determined as 1.8 x 10 volts K~ ,

From the two lines of Fig. 3.2 the corresponding mean value of this derivative

is 2.0 x 10 2 volts K 1 In fact was close to 2 x 10 2 volts K for

all diodes in which the temperature dependence of the voltage for fixed current

was measured.

Usually, cooling a diode increases the range of exponential variation

of current with voltage down to smaller currents,thus showing that the extent
of shunt leakage is reduced by cooling. This is consistent with an observation

that at fixed reverse bias the lossiness of the diodes, as determined in the

capacitance measurements,is much reduced by cooling from room temperature to

77°K, even though the true junction current is known to increase on cooling

with a fixed applied voltage.

Fig 3.4 shows the dependence of voltage on donor density for a fixed
2

reverse-bias current density (2mA/mm ) in many Au-contact diodes. The contact

area was not the same for all diodes, hence the reason for reducing the results
to a fixed current density rather than a fixed current. Although the scatter

is large there is a trend for the voltage at constant, current density to fall
21 —3 21 —3

as the donor density increases from 10 m to 10 m , For higher donor densitie

the voltage appears to rise with increasing donor density but this latter

impression is of doubtful authenticity in view of its reliance on a single

point of the graph.

In many papers in which observations of reverse bias light emission
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Fig. 3*2 Current-voltage characteristics for a

diode at two temperatures.
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have been reported the occurrence of microplasmas, shown by a spotty pattern

of bright points across the diode junction plane, have been noted. There is

no clear evidence for a similar behaviour in the ZnSe diodes discussed in this

chapter but some bright spots have been seen around the periphery of the

rectifying barrier.

In a later chapter results for the electrical and optical properties

of ZnSe Schottky diodes in forward bias are presented and discussed but it is

of interest to mention briefly a result here concerning the forward bias current-

voltage characteristics, for purposes of comparison with reverse bias. In forward

bias a parallel family of straight lines is obtained, for a given diode, when the

logarithm of the current is plotted against the applied voltage, with temperature

as a parameter. However, unlike reverse bias, the current increases as the

temperature is raised. The sloped "^n V' |,p, is widely different for the two
polarities eg. in a typical diode this derivative for forward bias was greater

than for reverse bias by a factor of 4.5.

3.2.3. Dependence of relative photon emission on reverse voltage and current

The relative light emission (L), taken as proportional to the output

of an S20 response photomultiplier, was measured for diodes in reverse bias,

as a function of diode current (i) and voltage (V). The experimental procedure

was discussed in section 2.6. Semilogarithmic plots of L against V were linear

over the entire range of measurements and these extended over several decades

of L. Fig. 3.5(a) shows the variation of 1 with V for a diode at room

temperature. For reference the corresponding variation of i with V in the same

diode is also included in the figure. Fig. 3.5(b) shows similar results for

a different diode. From the former figure it is seen that the exponential

dependence of L on V holds over a range as large as eight orders of magnitude

of L. The lowest light level displayed in the data of the figures is close
to the limit of sensitivity of the apparatus used, so that as far as can be

ascertained there is no threshold voltage for light emission. It is a

consistent result that in plots similar to those of figs 3.5(a) and (b) the
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21 £• 3»5(a) Current and relative light emission

as functions of applied reverse bias

for a diodo at room temperature*



L (Arb. units)

V (Volts) >

3»5(b) SiEilar plots to those of fig. 3*3(&)

obtained for a different diode also

at room temperature.



line representing the light variation is steeper than that for the current

variation in the same diode. Usually there is only a few percent difference

between the two slopes for diodes of high working voltage (V > 357 for 1mA)

and a larger difference for low voltage diodes, although this difference does

not exceed 35$. It follows that the relationship between light and current

can be written in the form loc in with n constant for a particular diode and

1.0 < n < 1.3 5. In fig. 3. 5(a) n is 1.29 but the power law dependence of

light on current is valid up to much higher currents than those shown in the

figure. This is demonstrated in fig 3.6 in which the light, measured as a

function of current for pulse currents in the range 1mA to 110mA, is shown
1.2

to be well described by the law LeCi ' . The diode of fig, 3.6 is the same

as that of fig. 3.5(a) hence n is nearly constant for four decades of variation

of the current. Fig. 3.7 shows that plots of In.Lagainst V for a given diode

at different temperatures are accurately parallel to each other. There is an

increased emission at a given voltage on cooling below room temperature and,

as may be inferred from section 3.2.2, also an increase in current. The light

emission, however, increases by a larger factor than the current so that cooling

from room temperature increases the quantum efficiency.

Examination of diodes showed that the light is generated at the

rectifying contact.

3,2,1. Shape of emission spectra

Fig, 3.8 shows spectra of two diodes, measured at room temperature,

using a Zeiss SPM 2 monochromator fitted with an Si response photomultiplier as

the detector and a glass G60 prism as the dispersive element. The spectra have

been corrected for measuring system response and for absorption in the diode

chip. The two spectra have been normalized to the same height at 1.99eV, and

both spectra were measured at a diode current of about 1.5mA, The ratio of

donor concentration for the two diodes from which the data of fig, 3.3 were

obtained is 650:1 so it may be concluded that the spectrum is independent

of donor concentration. Results have also been obtained -which show that the
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Fig. 3.6 Relative light ©mission, as detected by an

S20 response photomultiplier, for a diode

at room temperature.
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Fig. 3.7 Light vs. voltage characteristics, with

temperature as a parameter, for two typical

diodes.
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Fig. 3.8 Spectra for two diodes at room temperature.
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multiplier.Absorption corrections have been

applied; d = light path length through ZnSo.



spectrum, at leastfcrthe photon energy range of fig 3.8 is also independent of

diode current if the temperature is constant. In this connection spectra

were measured for diode currents as high as 150mA by operating diodes under pulse

conditions with a pulse width of about 3ps and a 0.5$ duty cycle. From the

results obtained in this way, together with D.C. measurements at small currents,

it has been shown that the most energetic photons in the spectrum have an energy

constant to within 0,02eV for the diode current range 100pA to 150mA,

Spectra of diodes made from different ingots of ZnSe have the same

shape and this shape is identical whether Au or A1 forms the rectifying

contact.: These results respectively suggest that the observed spectra are

not determined by chance impurities or by the choice of contact metal*

A spectrum, measured with emphasis on the lower energy range, for

diodes at room temperature, is shown in fig.3*9. This spectrum was obtained

using a Zeiss SPM.2 monochromotor fitted With a LiF prism,and with a cooled

Mullard 62SV PbS cell as the detector. The spectrum was obtained from the

mean of a total of eight spectral scans on three different diodes (these
21 —3 22 —3

diodes were all in the donor density range of 5 x 10 m - 3 x 10 m ).

The current was steady at About 25mA for each measurement and diode heating

was avoided by means of an air blast directed at the diode. The spectrum shown

in fig. 3.9 has been corrected for the measuring system response and for

absorption within the diode chips, although the latter correction was small

compared with the uncertainties in the intensity measurements. The significance

of the fact that absorption has been considered is that the steep fall at the

low energy end of the spectrum is real and is not an artifact produced by free

carrier absorption of light.

A spectrum, obtained using an S20 response photomultiplier, is

shown in fig, 3.10 for a diode at 125K. In drawing this figure corrections

have been applied for the measuring system response but not for the absorption

of light in the ZnSe chip. The light path length through ZnSe for the spectrum

of the figure was 0.34mm but, for a different diode in which the thickness of

ZnSe traversed by the emergent light was nearly twice as great, the same
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FiS« 3»9 Spectrum for diodes at room temperature®
Tho dotoctor used v;as a cooled PbS cell®

The points are plotted from the mean of

a total of 8 spectral scans on 3 diodes.
Error bars indicate the degree of

reproducibility. Absorption corrections

have been applied.
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Fig. 3.10 Spectrum of a diode at 125 K» An S20 response

photonultipiier was usod as the detector. No

correction has been applied for light absorption

within tho diode chip. The path length of the

light through ZrSo was 0,3k isai.



high energy photon limit was found in the externally observed

spectrum. This limit, which is evidently not changed by

applying an absorption correction, is 2.74-eV. For diodes at

room temperature the most energetic photons in the spectrum

have an energy of 2.65eV and this value was determined for

spectra which were corrected for absorption.

Results for spectrum measurements, made with the same

apparatus as used in obtaining the data for fig. 3.9> are shown

in fig. 3.11 for three diodes at approximately 120K. Each curve

in fig. 3.11 refers to a different diode and is drawn from the

mean spectrum obtained in at least three spectral scans. It

is observed, by reference to fig. 3.11 that, although the general

reproducibility of the spectra is poor, there is consistency

for the photon energies corresponding to each spectral maximum

and minimum,

3.2.5 light output at constant current as a function of

temperature.

The temperature dependence of the reverse bias

emission for a diode at a constant current of 1mA is shown in

fig. 3.12. The light output was measured by collecting emission

from the diode directly on to the photocathode of an S20 response

photomultiplier. The output of this photomultiplier was taken

as a direct measure of the diode emission and the results shown

in fig. 3.12 were accurately reproduced in several experiments

for the same diode. Referring to the figure it is seen that

as the temperature is varied this diode exhibits a minimum

quantum efficiency in the vicinity of 280K. All other diodes

for which the necessary measurements were made exhibited a vari¬

ation similar to that shown in fig, 3.12 and the temperature

corresponding to the minimum quantum efficiency was apparently independent

of donor concentration. Curves similar to fig,3.12 have been obtained both fo]
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was a cooled PbS cell, Each curve refers

to a different diode and was drawn, froa

the results of at least 3 spectral scons.

No absorption correction has been applied,.



Fig. 3*12 Temperature dependence of light emission

at constant current (1mA) for a typical

diode.



diodes exhibiting frequency dependence and frequency independence in C vs.V

plots.

It was seen in section 3.2.2 that cooling of a diode causes the

voltage at fixed current to fall. Hence, for temperatures below 270K, the

rise in light output at constant current on cooling is associated with a

reduction of the bias voltage.

In the last section it was shown that the high energy limit of the

spectrum shifts to a slightly higher energy on cooling of the diode. This,

of itself, would produce an increased signal from the photomultiplier but very

much less than the change shown in fig. 3.12. In fact a variation indistinguish¬

able from that in the figure has been obtained with a spectrometer between the

source and detector to select a photon energy well below the high-energy cut¬

off.

3.2.6. Light emission rise' and fall times

Diodes, made with Au contacts of small diameter (0.4mm) to minimize

junction capacitance, have been tested for the rise and fall times of their

light emission under pulsed current operation. The light was received by

an R.C.A. IP28 photomultiplier and the signal from this device fed to a

Tektronix 561A sampling oscilloscope. The light rise - time (l'0$ - 90%) in the

diodes testedwas determined, from the oscilloscope traces, to be 5.4ns with a

corresponding light fall-time (90$ - 10$) of 5.7ns. The current rise and fall

tines were respectively 3.3ns and 4.Ons , and these are not much greater than

the RC time-constant of the diode circuit. The diode pulse current was about

10mA. In subsequent tests, pulses of various widths up to 2 msecs were applied

in order to check whether the initial fast rise of the light is followed by

a much slower component. No such slow component was observed, nor was any slow

component present in the light decay.

The as - measured light rise and fall times quoted above are to be

regarded as upper bounds of the true light response times because of the

experimental time-resolution limits.
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3 .2,7. External quantum efficiency as a function of diode donor density,

The donor concentration (N^) deduced from capacitance measurements and
the absolute external quantum efficiency^) for a diode current of 1mA, measured
at room temperature as described in chapter 2 were obtained for thirty ZnSe

diodes, each having a Au rectifying contact. It is expected that the quantum

efficiency be proportional to the depletion width (W), and, since W is a function

of Np, the results are presented as a graph of (*)/¥) against to exhibit any
other dependence on N^. This graph is shown in fig. 3.13. The width, ¥, used
in evaluating ")/¥, is the width corresponding to the conditions under which

*J was measured and was obtained from the capacitance measurements by an extra-
-2

polation of the C against V plots. There is a wide scatter in the results of

fig. 3.13 as might be expected in view of a likely variation of about a factor
22 —3 /

of two in the reproducibility of both TJ and W, but over the range 10 m C. N^
4 x 10^m ^ the relationship ( *) /W)<=C N^'^1 fits the results. For ^ 10^m ^
it appears that ( *) /¥) is independent of but unfortunate ly the number of

diodes in this range is too small, and their donor density insufficiently below
22 -310 m , to state this result more definitely. For an ideal Schottky barrier

¥ [(V + J 2 where e cf) is the electron barrier height, Since V is only
very weakly dependent on the relationship <1 /¥) °C- Nd°'° effectively means

that 'Tj is almost independent of N^.
The range of observed quantum efficiency for diodes at room tern-

_ r /

perature and for a current of 1mA was from 1.8 x 10 to 1,4 x 10 . The

quantum efficiency discussed in this section refers to the integrated

emission for the entire spectrum,

3.3 DISCUSSION OF ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

3.3.1 Diode capacitance and related quantities

The apparent barrier height, , expressed as a voltage and obtained
_2

from the intercept of plots of C against applied bias V, isyfor most Au contact

diodes^in the range 2,0 volts to 3.0 volts. The lowest apparent barrier voltage
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determined in this way is 1.8$ volts and the highest is 4»$ volts. This is a

wide spread and even the lowest result is considerably higher than the barrier

voltage of a Au to ZnSe contact obtained by other workers. Mead^"^ found the

barrier height of Au - vacuum cleaved ZnSe surfaces to be 1.40eV from measurements

of the photoresponse of the junction. The barrier height of a Au - etched 110
(17)

ZnSe surface has been determined as 1. 53eV by Swank, Aven and Devme , who

obtained this result as the mean barrier height from the current-voltage
_o

characteristics, the intercept on a C against \T plot and from the photoresponse

as a function of photon energy. Employing the same methods these authors obtained

a barrier height of 1.48eV for a Au - vacuum cleaved 110 ZnSe surface. Simple

considerations show that in an ideal Schottky diode the barrier height cannot

exceed the fundamental forbidden gap of the semiconductor since this simultaneously

involves a high hole density with a high electric field and such a situation is

not possible without current flow. The fundamental forbidden gap of ZnSe is

2.7eV hence some of the diodes which were made in the present work do not

approximate ideality. As already noted in section 2.3 it has been shown by

Goodman^that an anomalously high apparent barrier height is obtained from the
_2

intercept on the voltage axis in a C against V plot if there is an insulating

layer between the semiconductor surface and the metal contact. Since a major

purpose of measuring the diode capacitance was to determine the donor
(l) -2

concentration, N^, it is reiterated that Goodman also showed that if C
varies linearly with V for a metal-insulator - semiconductor diode then the slope,

dC /dV, which involves N^, is given by the same equation (equation 2,1) as for
an ideal metal-semiconductor contact.

—2
In some diodes dC /dV exhibited a systematic van at.on with

the frequency, f, of the measuring signal, leading to an apparently higher donor

density at low frequency compared with that at high frequency. A possible

explanation for the observed behaviour of these diodes is that certain deeper

lying donors do not become fully ionised in a time of the order f ^ at sufficiently

high f. A second possibility is that there is additional capacitance contributed

by the surface states and which becomes evident when f is less than the frequency
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•y1 ', where T is the time constant associated with surface states. This1 ss ss

latter possibility is preferred because some ZnSe diodes exhibit a frequency
_2

dC
dispersion of /dV whilst other diodes, made from the same preparation of

ZnSe, show constancy of this derivative over a wide frequency range. The density

of surface states is liable to vary between diodes but the energy distribution of

bulk donor centres amongst diodes made from a common batch of material is unlikely

to vary much. There was a trend for the diodes made towards the end of the
_2

dC
experimental period to exhibit no change of /dV" with f which would comply

with the idea of surface state effects since techniques were presumably improving.

As the surface states charge through a resistive equivalent circuit a large
-1

increase in loss would be expected for f~T . Experimentally, it was founds s

that the reciprocal of the diode quality factor (Q) exhibited a maximum at the
-2

dC
frequency corresponding to the maximum rate of change of /dV" with f,

In view of these remarks the donor density and the depletion width

were calculated from the results of the highest frequency capacitance measurements,

3,3,2 The current-voltage characteristics

The reverse current in metal to n-type semiconductor diodes is almost

entirely due to transport of electrons from the metal to the semiconductor.

If the electrons are thermally excited over the contact barrier between the

metal and semiconductor,then, neglecting image force corrections, the current

density, j , is given by the modified Richardson equation

j = h T «P Ht) (y^) -1]
, *

where -eq) is the barrier height and n is a constant of the order of 100 amp
■*2 ^ * /cm" K~ . In this equation J and V are reckoned positive for forward bias.

2 ...

For a contact area of 1mm , which is typical of the diodes discussed m this
f 16")

chapter, and for a barrier height of 1.4eV, which is believed correct

for Au to ZnSe contacts, the saturation current at 300K, deduced from equation
-19

3.1, is about 3 x 10 amps. The reverse currents observed m this work

are many orders of magnitude greater than the above theoretical estimate.
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According to 3.1> the saturation current density flows for any applied

reverse voltage which is large compared with kT/e and, again assuming

a barrier height of 1.4eV, there is a predicted decrease in the

saturation current by the huge factor of lcA^ for cooling from 300K

to 100K. In total contrast to this, the experimental results, which

were always obtained with applied reverse biases much greater than

kT/e, show a strong dependence of current on the applied voltage and

a weak dependence on the temperature. As may be seen by reference

to fig, 3.2, for cooling from 300K to 100K, the current at fixed

reverse bias changes by less than one order of magnitude and this

small change is actually an increase.

A weak dependence of junction current on temperature and

an associated strong dependence on voltage is typical of a tunnel

injected current, since the ZnSe diodes evidently behaved qualitatively

in accord with a tunnel-injection model, it was of interest to compare

their quantitative behaviour with the predictions of this model.

All tunnel-injection theories for Schottky barriers lead

to a relationship between the current, i, and the mean junction field,

^ of the form

— w / ■J \
-c - C. t P (....(3.2)

where Jb and C are constants. In this equation the term is

the current that would be transported in the limit of a perfectly

transparent barrier and the exponential factor is the transmission

coefficient of the barrier, The quantity C t depends on the

assumptions implicit in any particular tunnelling theory regarding

the origin of the tunnel current, e.g. two different sets of assump¬

tions qeacj respective values of one and two for n. There

is, however, consistency amongst different tunnelling theories for
the dependence on of the barrier transmission coefficient term,

apart from small numerical differences in the coefficient 3 .
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These small differences are attributable to different mathe¬

matical approximations involved in complete formulation of the

theories rather than to different physical assumptions. The

theories in the previously mentioned references 18 and 19, to¬

gether with other sources, give for the coefficient 3 , the equation

3 _ Jjz_ . ...,(3.3)
3 -e*

The mean field, T , across the depletion layer of a biassed diode

is proportional to [( v + 0)^X N^J 1 with the constant of propor¬
tionality known, hence a plot of li (i/V) against ( V" +$)~5 is

expected to be linear and comparison of the slope with the cal¬

culated value provides a quantitative test of whether tunnelling

occurs. This is a test based only on the barrier transmission term

and it is this term which dominates the variation of the current

for changes of *£ . The reverse bias current-voltage data for

four Au-contact diodes on ZnSe were plotted in the suggested form

and for each diode approximately linear plots were obtained. In

table 3A the slopes of the plots are compared with those based on

equation 3°3. It will be seen from the table that the ratio of

calculated to experimental slopes is about 6 if the barrier height

is taken as 1 .AeV and the ratio is even larger if the barrier
-2

height is taken as the intercept obtained in C vs. V plots. Whilst

an extension of the theory to allow for image force barrier lowering

would reduce the absolute value of the calculated slope, reference
(20)

to a tabulated function giving the correction to be applied for

this effect, showed it to be negligible at the electric fields en¬

countered in the experiments. The large quantitative difference

between the measured behaviour of the diodes and the predictions of

the tunnel injection theory is probably caused by the presence of

an insulating film between the Au contact and ZnSe in each diode.
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TABLE 3A

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Diode <t> nd d ln(-^r ft) d ln(-V3) Ratio of
theoretical
result (column
f) to experi¬
mental result
(column d)

Mo. (experiment)

volts

+

m"3
d(V+0)~®

X

volts2
(experiment)

d (V+0)~2
i

volts2
(calculated)
+ ++

18.9.70A 1.85 5.nocio21 -212 -1710 -1120 7.0

28.12.7LS 2.0 l.lxlO23 -106 -1260 -739 5.3

24.12.71A 2.4
22

3.7x10 -96 -930 -410 4.3

6.4.71C 2.5
21

1.9x10 -296 -4040 -1690 5.7

—2
+ (f> taken as intercept on voltage axis in G vs. V" plot.

-H- (f) taken as 1.4V".

R is a constant resistance introduced only so that the

arguments of the logarithmic functions in columns
(d), (e) and (f) are dimensionless.
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It was anticipated that such a film would grossly affect the current-

voltage characteristics and, therefore, in the test of the tunnel model,
-2

data were used only for diodes in which the voltage intercepts in C vs.

V plots were least.

It has been assumed in comparing the electrical properties

of Schottky diodes with predictions based on the model of electron

tunnelling, that impact ionization was negligible. The validity of this
(21)

assumption was verified by reference to ionization coefficient data

for ZnSe.

For a reverse bias V in a Schottky diode formed on an n~type

semiconductor the length (W_) traversed by electrons in tunnelling at

constant energy between the metal quasi Fermi level and the semi¬

conductor conduction band is easily shown to be given by

W/ ° 2^j"v ....(3.4)
In this equation £ and ^are respectively the permittivity of

the semiconductor and diode barrier height. Since tunnel current

densities are strongly voltage dependent it is easily seen from equation

3.4 that, for constant current density, decreases for an increase of

Nq» It then follows that with increasing the voltage for constant
current density falls. In fig, 3.4 the voltage for a current density

2
of 2mA/mm is plotted as a function of from measurements obtained

22l —3
for many ZnSe diodes. It is seen that for N^<3 x 10 mi the predicted

2ll _Q
qualitative variation of voltage with N is valid. For N^>3 x 10 m
the curve shown in the figure is not in accord with expectation but,

since only a single experimental point was obtained for this range of

KL^the apparent deviation from the expected behaviour may not be
genuine.
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As a summary to this section it is concluded that the

injection of reverse current is certainly not a thermally acti¬

vated process. The variation of current with voltage and tem¬

perature is qualitatively in agreement with the predictions of

a tunnelling injection current model. The quantitative deviation

from the model is possibly caused by an insulating layer between

the metal contact and the semiconductor. Over the reliable part

of the range of measurements, the variation of voltage(for fixed

current density) as a function of donor concentration is in

qualitative accord with tunnelling injection.

Finally, it may be added that in forward bias the diode

current is also not injected by a thermal activation process. This

follows from the observation that, for forward bias, linear semi-

logarithmic plots of current against voltage are found, but with

slopes independent of temperature rather than inversely pro¬

portional to temperature as would be the case for thermal acti¬

vation.

3.4, DISCUSSION OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES.

IA*1- General considerations of the origin of the light emission

In section 3.2.3. it was shown that there is good linearity

between the logarithm of the relative light emission and the applied

reverse voltage. This is displayed in figs. 3.5(a) and 3»5(b) in

which the graphs extend down to the limit of sensitivity for light

measurements for the sensitive apparatus used. From the ionization
(21)

coefficient data for ZnSe given by Livingstone and Allen and

referred to in the last section, the current multiplication factor,

M, due to impact ionization events, may be computed for various

applied biases if the bias-dependent depletion width is first found

from C-V measurements or from an extrapolation of these measurements.
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In this way, using ionization data for the appropriate donor density,

it is discovered that for the diode of fig, 3.5(a), if M is written

as 1+S , then & "C 10 ^ for 9V bias, & 10 ^ for 15 V bias and

^ 10 1 at 25V bias. For some diodes, in which there is also

good linearity between In L and V, the value of % is of the order

of unity at the high voltage end of the set of measurements of the

L-V characteristics, but in all diodes for which such characteristics

were obtained,^ was very much less than unity over the lower part

of the voltage range. Thus the results show that there is appre¬

ciable light emission at voltages for which £> 1 and that L is a

discontinuity-free, smooth and simple function of V across the

entire range of S from values very much less than unity to values

greater than or about unity.

From these results it may be deduced that the light is

generated when electrons rather than holes undergo transitions. This

follows because there is light emission at voltages insufficient to

produce appreciable impact ionization and, in this voltage range,

the current is conveyed across the depletion layer essentially only

by electrons. To explain the emission at low voltages in terms of

hole transitions would require the assumption of an improbably high

quantum efficiency, expressed as the number of photons radiated per

hole transit through the junction. For applied voltages close to the

level at which valence band-conduction band impact ionization becomes

significant the free hole density is a strongly increasing function

of voltage, thus if the light is assumed to be due to hole trans¬

itions the emission intensity would be deduced to also exhibit a

strong voltage dependence. However, as previously mentioned, the

experimental results show that the light intensity for any given

diode is a smooth function of the reverse voltage over the entire

range of the measurements and there is no evidence of an emission



threshold voltage.

Recombination of free electrons and free holes can be

dismissed as a possible mechanism of the light generation for two

reasons. Firstly, it involves free holes and is therefore ruled

out for the above reasons and, secondly, most of the emitted photons

have energy substantially less than the fundamental gap of ZnSe

with even the most energetic photons having energy just less than

this gap.

A spectrum as broad as that observed in the reverse bias

electroluminescence is totally unlike that for electron transitions

from the conduction band to centres in the forbidden gap or between

centres in the forbidden gap and also if either type of transition

does occur then a similar luminescence emission should be observed

for ultra-violet excitation. However, the material of which the

diodes are made exhibits, for excitation with a focussed beam of

light of wavelength 365nm from a powerful (125 watt consumption)

mercury lamp, a photoluminescence emission which is barely de¬

tectable by a dark-adapted eye. The weak photoluminescence that is

excited is believed to be in the well known self-activated band

for ZnSe and this band is different in many respects to the reverse

bias spectrum since it is much sharper, of a different shape and has

a different peak energy.

Since the light generated in reverse bias is not due to

hole transitions of any description or electron transitions from the

conduction band to centres in the forbidden gap or transitions between

bound states the conclusion is reached that it is generated in intra-

valley or inter-valley conduction band transitions. Both of these

types of conduction band transitions would require for their ex¬

citation in electroluminescence an intense electric field. This is

consistent with the observation that although some light is generated
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in forward bias, (but with very much lower quantum efficiency than

for reverse bias), the spectrum is entirely different from the reverse

bias spectrum (the self-activated band is excited in forward bias).

If electrons are assumed to make intra-valley transitions then it

is reasonable to further assume that these occur in the lowest con¬

duction band valley which, for ZnSe, is the T" valley. If inter-

valley transitions are considered to be the method of light genera¬

tion then it is likewise reasonable to suppose that the majority

of such transitions are to the T valley from the next higher

valley or, possibly, from the next higher but one above T if the

two valleys immediately above T1 are not widely separated. Of course,

it is necessary to check for any proposed model that the emission

spectrum observed is consistent with the band structure in so far as

this is known.

The occupancy of the upper states involved in the radiative

transitions, whether these transitions are of the inter-valley or

intra-valley type, is evidently not strongly voltage dependent in

the range of diode working voltages since the spectrum exhibits

no clearly detectable change over a wide range of currents. From this

voltage independence of the occupancy of the upper states it is

expected, as a first approximation, that the light intensity would be

proportional to the diode current for, at the high operating fields,.the

electron limiting drift velocity would be reached and thus the free

electron density would be proportional to current. A refinement to

this approximation for the current dependence of the light emission

can be made by taking account of the change in the depletion layer

volume with current, since it is this volume which is the source of the

light. The width of the depletion layer is weakly dependent on the

current since this width, for an ideal Schottky barrier, is pro¬

portional to the square root of the total (applied plus inbuilt)



barrier voltage. Hence,the light emission is predicted to vary

slightly faster than the current when the voltage is raised,

independently of whether the radiative transitions are in a single

valley or between two valleys. This prediction is in qualitative

agreement with experiment as may be seen by reference to figs.

3.5(a) and 3.5(b) in which, for a given diode, the slope

d In L/dV is slightly greater than the slope d In i/dV.
In the following sections intra-valley and inter-

valley electronic transitions are considered in greater detail

in attempts to explain the mechanism of the light generation

in the diodes at present under consideration.

3.1.2. The model of Bremsstrahlung of hot electrons in a single

valley - theory and, comparison with experiment.

The model of light emission envisaged here is that

free electrons in the T valley are heated as they cross the

high field region in a reverse biased Schottky barrier and

transitions of the hot electrons down to lower parts of the

valley give rise to a broad band of radiation emission. The light-

emitting transitions involve a change of electron wavevector

hence a scattering mechanism must be invoked. We will consider

separately electron scattering due to ionized impurities,

acoustic phonons and optical phonons. Two objectives of the theory

are to predict the spectrum shape and the quantum efficiency, since

these are amenable to experimental test. It will be assumed that

the " valley is approximately parabolic and that the hot electron

distribution can be adequately described by a drifted Maxwellian

distribution corresponding to a certain electron temperature T .

It might reasonably be supposed that the emission spectrum for

such a model, over at least part of the energy range of the emitted

photons, will have similarities to the radiation from a black-
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body at temperature T , and indeed this is the case.
e

One of the first papers in which a model of the above

type was considered, and in which the result of the theoretical

analysis was in a convenient form for comparison with experimental

quantum efficiency measurements, was published by Figielski and
(15)

Torun . These authors considered only scattering by ionized

impurities and applied their formulation to explain the obser-
(g)

vations of Chynoweth and McKay concerning a broad emission

band in reverse-biassed Si p - n junctions. The agreement be¬

tween theory and experiment for the spectrum shape and the

quantum efficiency was quite good, although certain quantities

required in the theoretical calculation were not given by the

experimenters and these quantities were estimated by somewhat

tenuous means. Pilkuhnapplied the theory of Figielski and

Torun, retaining the assumption of ionized impurity scattering,

to compute an efficiency which he compared with his measurements

on GaP p - n junctions. The theoretical result for the quantum

efficiency was less than the experimental result by three orders

of magnitude.

In at least two papers^22>23) the validity of the

assumption of a drifted Maxwellian distribution for the hot free

carriers in reverse-biassed diodes has been questioned. The doubt

concerning the applicability of the function for these conditions

arises because the free carrier concentration is low and, as a

consequence of this, there may not be sufficient interaction be¬

tween carriers to maintain a Maxwellian distribution. For example,
2

in a diode with an effective junction area of Imm and passing a

current of 1mA, the free carrier concentration, for any semi-
11 -3

conductor, is only about 10 cm . Theoretical forms for the

spectrum shape were derived without the assumption of a Maxwellian
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(22 23)
distribution, in the above two papers ' . These forms pro¬

vided a better fit to published spectra than that obtained from

(23)
the theory of Figielski and Torun but, for one of them, it

is difficult to avoid the impression that this was not simply

due to leaving a sufficient number of parameters adjustable to

obtain the fit. In both papers only ionized impurity scattering

was considered and no attempt was made to calculate a theoretical

quantum efficiency which could be compared with experiments. This

is in fact very difficult in view of the complexity of the

formulations but, nevertheless, is a crucial test for a theory.

The present author has chosen to assume a Maxwellian

function because of its simplicity and explore whether, by allowing

for several separate scattering mechanisms, the results for ZnSe

can be explained.

The bremsstrahlung model for intra-valley transitions

is not able to account for the structure seen in the spectrum from

ZnSe diodes but the model may be reasonably considered in an

attempt to explain the shape and quantum efficiency for a part of

the spectrum. The high energy tail of the spectrum has been sel¬

ected for this purpose.

The high energy emission limit for ZnSe diodes operating

at room temperature is 2.65eV, Referring to the ZnSe band structure

diagram (fig. 3«14) an<i to table 3B> in which the latter contains

a compilation of the positions of band structure critical points
(py —

calculated by various methods and authors , it is seen that

since the top of the P valley is higher than X^ and about the
same height as , transitions as energetic as 2.65eV could con¬

ceivably occur within the T valley.

To evaluate the theoretical quantum efficiency for

different scattering mechanisms an expression for ^ (,E) , which
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Hg. 3.14 ZnSo band structure (after Petroff et alN ;.



TABLE 3B

SUMMARY OF CRITICAL POINT ENERGIES IN TEE

ZnSe BAND STRUCTURE AS CALCULATED BY VARIOUS METHODS

The critical point energies are given in eV with the origin taken at the

lowest point of the conduction band *

i

Critical
point (a)

i
(6) cc (a) (e) (?) (g) (h)

L3C 4.5

1

4.9 5.3
•

5.6 5.0 5-7 5.6

S15C 3.7 4.4 4.9 5.1 5.0 5.2 4.9 5.1

X3C 1.6 1.9 2.6

.

2.2 2.5 2.1 3.0 |
|

A1C 1.3 1.8 1 L
— «+

■

2.0 n /f
±oO i. 2.0

L1C 0.9 lol 1.7 -i.
- /*
±•5 1.4 1.9

11C 0.0 0.0
*

0.0 0.0 \J >a 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

%V -2.9 -3.2 -2.8 -2.9 -2o9 -3.3 -2.9 -2.8
"

JJr;3V
-3.5 -3.7 -3.2 -\?.o -3.4 -3.8 —3.0

V
!

—J i_ ^ -4.5

J
-4.2 -4o -r -4.6 -3-9

Ref.

(a) First-principles, self-consistent; orthogonalised plans wave 24

(b) "■ " non self-consistent; orthogonalised plane wave 24

(c) Empirically refined; orthogonalised plane wave 24

(d) Empirically refined; Korringa, Kohn, Rostoker method 24

(e) Empirically refined; pseudo-potential method 25
(f) First principles; Korringa, Kohn, Rostoker method 2o
(g) Empirically refined; pseudo-potential method 27

(h) Empirically refined; orthogonalised plane wave 28
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is defined as the number of photons emitted per unit energy interval

centred at E, per unit time, per unit volume of emitting material,

is first quoted or obtained. The quantity u(e) is then multi¬
plied by the volume of material in which there are hot electrons

and integrated over the photon energy range E-^ to E^ for which
the quantum efficiency is required; this then gives the emission

per unit time intherequired range. Thus we have:-

Rate of photon emission

h
ftW M(e)olE

where w is the depletion width corresponding to the diode current

for which the calculation of the quantum efficiency is required

and ft is the effective cross section of the depletion layer

perpendicular to the electron drift direction. The electron flux;

through the depletion layer is n A, where is the electron

drift velocity and n is the concentration of free electrons. The

required quantum efficiency,'1"^ is the ratio of the photon emission
%

rate given in 3,5 to the electron flux. Hence

£.

1
Ej-

= w JiE
. r , , (3 ,6

•YV

E,
It should be noted that the term ft has cancelled out so that,

whether or not microplasms occur, the expression for the quantum

efficiency is the same. Since N(e) is proportional to n the
value of this latter quantity is not required. The value taken

7 _1
for is 4x10 cm sec , which is the maximum possible electron

velocity in the T* valley and found by the steepest tangent

that can be drawn to this part of the band structure diagram.
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(i) Ionized impurity scattering.

An expression for N(E) has been given by Visvanathan

for ionized impurity scattering. This is

(29)

/ \'fz (a '/a,
nJ(E)

* V t J y% 3 f a.

Z Nl.

c5C(kX)y^ E
■eXp

E

kTJ
.... (3.

where is the refractive index for photon energy E

is the static dielectric constant

m* is the effective mass of electrons in theT* valley

Ni^ is the concentration of ionized centres, which is
here identified with the donor density.

Z<L is the charge on each ionized centre

and other symbols which have not been previously defined have their

usual significance.

The formula is most conveniently used in the e.s.u. system

in which case the dielectric constants are dimensionless.

From 3.6 and 3.7 the quantum efficiency, for the photon

energy range E-^ to E^ is

7-72 We' ^ Z*N3
CJ£» (n;)H

1
_ i - u

£• oLu
/

(3.8)

where u£ = ^/kX
^ Ui= E-./kTt •

Apart from the already mentioned assumptions the further
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assumptions involved in obtaining 3.7 are satisfied for the high
(15)

energy tail of the ZnSe emission spectrum. Figielski and Torun

found an expression equivalent to 3.8' except for a numerical factor

of two. These authors expressed doubt regarding the appropriate

dielectric constant to use in the denominator of 3.8, this term

arising from the potential of an electron in the vicinity of an

ionized centre. For ZnSe the radius of the first Bohr orbit is

several lattice parameters so the form given in 3.8 should be

valid.

The procedure adopted to analyse the results for ZnSe diodes

was to draw, from spectrum measurements, graphs of In £E N(E)J against
E using accurate results for the high energy end of the room-

temperature spectrum. From the slope of these plots T^ was deter¬
mined and substituted into 3.8 to calculate the quantum efficiency.

In practice the plots were not linear but were roughly fitted to

a straight line for the photon energy range l.SeV to 2.6eV, and

from the line,T ** 7000K. Insertion of this value of T into'
e e

equation 3.8, together with Z = 1, = 9.1, ^ =5.9 and
* t

ir\ = 0.2Xffree electron mass) gave, for the above photon energy

range, a quantum efficiency per unit depletion width less by about
5

a factor of 10 than the corresponding experimental result for all
23 -3

measured diodes with < 10 " m . This very large ratio of the

experimental to the theoretical quantum efficiency per unit width

is clear evidence that the light emission mechanism is not bremss-

trahlung of hot free electrons in the V valley involving momentum

transfer to ionized impurities.

For the numerical, values of the calculated and observed

quantum efficiencies for two specific diodes the reader is referred

to table 30.
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TABLE 3C

Comparison of experimental efficiency with results calculated for

intra-valley transitions of hot electrons in the JT_ valley

DIODE No, ASSUMED
SCATTERING
MECHANISM

QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

1.8 eV<E<2.6eV
Calculated Measured

Measured quantum
efficiency/calc.
quantum efficiency

23.9.71B

2.10.71B

23.9.7IB

2.10.71B

23.9.71B

Ionired

impurities

Acoustic
phonon

Optical
phonon

1.3 -x 10'-11
7.6 x 10'-6

1.3 x 10

4.6 x 10

-11
2.2 x 10

-8
7.6 x 10'

-5

-6

5.8 x 105

1.7 x 10^

1.6 x 10'

6.7 x 10

1.5 x 10'

-8

,-10

2.2 x 10'

7.6 x 10'

r5
-6

3.3 x 10'

5.1 x 10A

The following values were used in computing theoretical quantum
efficiencies;

Symbol

ci

As

E *

T

T

^d

Meaning

Elastic constant

Static dielectric constant

Optical dielectric constant

Deformation potential for
P valley

longitudinal optical phonon
energy

Effective mass for V valley
electrons

Lattice temperature
Electron temperature

Electron drift velocity
in TJ"c valley

Value taken

1.0 x 10 dyne cm

9.1

5.8

7eV

0.031 eV

0,2x free-electron
mass

300K

(Determined as described
in text, but for each
scattering mechanism
Te^7000K).

7 -1
4 x 10 cm s
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(ii) Acoustic phonon scattering.

For acoustic phonon scattering it is obvious that both

the electron temperature (T ) and the lattice temperature (T)

must appear in the expression for the quantum efficiency. From

fig. 3.12 it is seen that the lattice temperature does affect

the measured quantum efficiency. A plausible argument for the

shape of the curve in fig. 3.12 can be given as follows, for the

model at present under consideration. A lattice temperature rise

increases the density of acoustic phonons and is therefore ex¬

pected to lead to a rise in the quantum efficiency. This could

conceivably be the explanation of the form of fig. 3.12 for

T > 270K. At a constant field, and possibly also at a constant

current, a cooling of the diode would lead to an expected rise

in the electron temperature on account of the reduced scattering

probability. Since the quantum efficiency increases with a rise

of electron temperature, there may be a temperature range in which,

for lattice cooling, the quantum efficiency rises even though the

phonon density falls. In fig. 3.12, for T K. 270K, there is an

observed increase of quantum efficiency for diode cooling.

No explicit formulae either for N(e) or for the quantum

efficiency have been published, so far as the author is aware, for

the case of acoustic phonon scattering of hot electrons within a

single valley. However, Meyerhas published an expression

giving the contribution to the free-carrier absorption due to

acoustic phonon scattering and his result was used as the basis of

a calculation for the emission efficiency, since this is a very

much simpler procedure than a direct calculation from first principles.

The method of inversion from the known absorption coefficient formula

to the corresponding emission efficiency is as follows. A crystal

of the material is imagined to be in an enclosure containing black-
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body radiation of temperature T . Since the electrons and photons

are, by hypothesis, at a common temperature there is equilibrium

between them. This means that there is detailed balance for all

electron-photon interactions so that between any arbitrary pair

of electron states the rate of light absorption transitions is the

same as the rate of radiative transitions in the reverse direction

(when averaged over a time interval such that many transitions are

made). Application of this condition enables the rate of photon

emission to be obtained for the particular electron and lattice

temperatures since the absorption rate can be found from the known

absorption coefficient. This rate is the same under non-equilibrium

conditions hence the diode efficiency can be calculated, let the

number of photons in black-body radiation of temperature T , per unit

photon energy interval at the energy E?in unit volume of material
of refractive index be denoted by B(E,T ). Then equating rates

of emission and absorption gives

M(E) * 3(.E,T0 . -a_ . oc(E) ...(3.9)

where *4(e) is the absorption coefficient for photons of energy E

in a crystal of lattice temperature T containing free electrons at

temperature T . Meyer's expression for the absorption coefficient^^
e

was derived for the case Te=T but it is easily generalized for the
case T^ 7^ T. The function B(E,Te) is greater by a factor than
the corresponding and well known result for an evacuated enclosure.

Substitution for B(E,T ) and c< (E) into 3.9 yields

t \'^ x F1^ F*a / P \ i J. ' o.«2
tf(E) - flY .n . ^ £> - »T>E E -x P _■*—

.,..(3.10)

where t is the deformation potential for acoustic phonon scattering,
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is a weighted average elastic constant,

and i a E/ikTt
From 3.6 and 3.10 the quantum efficiency is given by

T|Et , °-nw^6>^(kT)(kTQ3 £*.
u f

1 ^
I

....(3.11)

where E,AkTt and E*/ikTL*«.

Following equation 3.10 a semilogarithmic plot of

I'against E was drawn using experimental

data for N(E) and with an estimated T to evaluate the term in square
0

brackets. From the slope the electron temperature was deduced and

was close to the original estimate. As before, the plot was not

straight, but a rough fit for T = 7000°K was obtained for E > 1.8eV.
G

C*
Taking this value for T , with £ ~ 7eV obtained by comparison with

(31 32)
experimental measurements on semiconductors similar to ZnSe ,

12 -2(33)
and = 1.0x10 dyne cm the theoretical quantum efficiency

per unit depletion width was calculated for 1.8eV ^ E ^2.8eV. The
—8 —1

result was 5x10 p. ' which is less than the experimental value

obtained for all diodes with 10^m ^ by a factor ~ 250.

The maximum uncertainty in this ratio is estimated to be less than

or about one order of magnitude so acoustic phonon scattering in a

single valley is not the emission mechanism. For reference the

numerical results obtained for the calculated and measured quantum

efficiencies for two diodes are included in table 30.

The electron temperatures, as deduced from spectra of a

certain diode respectively at room temperature and at 125K> were not
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distinguishably different. However, in discussing the possible

cause for the experimentally observed temperature dependence of

the relative quantum efficiency (as shown in fig. 3.12) it was

necessary to assume that for cooling from a lattice temperature

of 270K to 125K there should be an appreciable rise in the electron

temperature.

(iii) Polar optical phonon scattering

The emission spectrum form and quantum efficiency were

found in exactly the same manner as for acoustic phonon scattering.

The absorption coefficient expression appropriate for polar optical
(01 \

phonon scattering has been derived by Visvanathan and his result

was used in the inversion procedure for finding the diode quantum
F

efficiency. The expressions obtained for N(E) and are respectively:
e)

*00 * n e* (*^ ^ (e°° ~ £& ).coU —)^k-T/ kTe
md

....(3.12)

clu.

^ IX ^
n S hnwSikXfjtuAij,1 (£'- tl') i<^i\ t-». -'A

V ^2JcT/ JVA ^ c ™

.■•..(3113)
where ^ is the longitudinal optical phonon energy,

U Xs E 7kT„ and E'/kT,
The electron temperature was found from the spectrum of a typical

diode in a similar way to that already discussed for the scattering

mechanisms in sub-sections (i) and (ii). The quantum efficiency

was then evaluated from equation y.13, using the known value of
(35)

0.031eV ' for the longitudinal optical phonon energy in ZnSe and
/ •

with values for other required quantities as shown at the foot of
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table 3C. For the photon energy range l.SeV <£ E ^ 2,6eV the

calculated quantum efficiency per unit depletion width is

2 x 10 ^ p. which is less than the corresponding mean ex-

QQ O

perimental result for all measured diodes with 10 m

by a factor of 7 x 10^. The conclusion drawn is that the light

is not generated by polar optical phonon assisted transitions-,

of hot electrons within the T* valley of the conduction band.

For convenience of reference the calculated quantum

efficiencies for certain typical diodes, based on the general

model of intra-valley transitions of hot V-valley electrons,

but with different scattering mechanisms, are collected to¬

gether in table 3C. The experimental quantum efficiencies for

the same diodes are also included in the table.

The ratio of the experimental quantum efficiency to that

calculated for the hot electron intra-valley transition model with

either ionized impurity scattering or optical phonon scattering

is extremely large ( ^ 10 ). For the case of scattering by the

acoustic phonon modes the ratio is much smaller but it is

nevertheless sufficiently large that there is very little pro¬

bability that the model can be appropriate to ZnSe. Moreover,

within the framework of the model, the calculated quantum eff¬

iciency for acoustic phonon scattering is liable to be a large

overestimate because no regard was given to the selection rules
(3 & *)

governing phonon-assisted transitions and it is believed that

in the T* valley of zinc-blende materials neither LA or TA phonon-

assisted transitions are allowed to first order. Incidentally, the

absorption coefficient equation used as a basis for the present

author's calculation of the quantum efficiency for acoustic

phonon assisted transitions was derived by Meyer specifically

for Ge. In this material the valleys have the lowest minima of
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the conduction band and for 1 valleys intra-valley transitions
(36)

assisted by LA phonons are allowed by the selection rules

For bremsstrahlen emission due to intra-valley trans¬

itions of hot electrons there would be a field dependence of the

shape of the spectrum because an increase of the field would raise

the electron temperature. With an increase of the field the spectrum

would become relatively richer in photons of higher energy and the

point of the high energy tail of the spectrum, marking the apparent

upper photon limit, would shift, at least for fields up to a

critical value, towards higher energies. No attempt has been made

to put these ideas on a quantitative basis but spectra have been

measured in individual diodes for the field range corresponding

to currents from lOOpA to 150mA and no change in the spectrum is

observed. Similarly, spectra for currents of a few mA in diodes

of widely different donor concentration and hence also widely

different fields, are found to be identical (e.g. see fig. 3-8).

The lack of a detectable variation of the spectral shape with

field is further evidence that the model of Intra-valley transitions

of hot electrons is inappropriate.

3,A.3. Inter-valley transitions introduced as a possible light

emission mechanism

From the discussion given up to this point the conclusion

has been reached that light emission is due to electron transitions

which occur wholly above the conduction band minimum ( Tic ) and

that the light is not due to electron transitions within the T valley.

Bremsstrahlen due to electron transitions within another valley at

least 2.65eV deep such as the valley is, and the valley probably

is, might at first sight seem possible but a calculation of the

quantum efficiency would fairly clearly not give a grossly different

value to that computed for the T* valley.
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For the diodes under discussion it is proposed that the

observed emission is due to electron transitions between valleys of the

conduction band since this appears to be the only emission mechanism

consistent with the conclusions outlined above. Further evidence cited

in support of the proposition is as follows

(i) For reverse bias operation of a typical diode the field in the

depletion layer is several times greater than the known Gunn

threshold of 3SkV cm ^ therefore follows that in a

typical reverse biassed diode electrons in the depletion layer

are transferred from the " valley to one or more higher valleys.

(ii) Structure is observed in the emission spectrum. This can be ex¬

plained in terms of inter-valley radiative transitions. Moreover,

the observed structure is consistent with knowledge of the band

structure of ZnSe.

(ill) The quantum efficiency for diodes, as calculated assuming the

emission to be due to inter-valley transitions, is of the same

order as the observed quantum efficiency.

(iv) Measured characteristics of the light intensity as a function of

voltage, obtained for many diodes and exemplified in figs. 3.5(a)

and 3.5(b), are consistent with the absence of a threshold voltage

for light emission. This is readily explained if the light is gen¬

erated in inter-valley transitions because, for each studied diode,

the built-in field exceeds the Gunn threshold and, therefore, even

for zero bias the field is sufficient to populate a higher valley

of the conduction band. As an illustration of this explanation the

maximum built-in fields for the diodes corresponding to figs. 3.5(a)

and 3.5(b) have been calculated, assuming a barrier height of 1.4V^"^
as l60kVcm and 83kVcm ^ respectively.

The truth of the above statements (ii) and (iii) has not yet been

demonstrated but will be shown in sections 3.4*4 and 3.4.5 respectively.

The main reason for rejecting bremsstrahlung models
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for a single valley was because the theoretical efficiency

proved to be very much less than the measured efficiency. That

the assumption of inter-valley transitions can yield a theoret¬

ical quantum efficiency very much greater than for the intra-

valley transition model is readily seen as follows. The matrix

element connecting initial and final electron states is of

similar magnitude in the two models, for a similar photon energy,

but the number of electrons in upper states for transitions yielding the

spectrum high-energy tail is determined,in the single valley

bremsstrahlung model, by the small probability of occupation

of these upper states according to a Maxwellian distribution

function. If, however, the field in the depletion layer exceeds

the Gunn threshold all electrons are transferred from the lowest

valley to a higher valley or to a set of higher valleys, which

means that there is then a large reservoir of electrons in states

from which downward transitions may be made.

3.4°4° Identification of spectral features in terms of inter-valley

transitions.

(37)
In the last section reference was made to a paper

on the Gunn effect in n-type ZnSe. The authors of this paper did

not identify the Gunn-active valleys so that this paper did not

provide infoimation on the population of particular upper valleys

at high fields. It will be shown that such information is ob¬

tainable from an examination of the shape of the spectrum for

reverse-biassed ZnSe diodes although for fields several times the

Gunn threshold. From Table 3B it will be observed that there is

general agreement that the conduction band minima above T , are,

in ascending order, 1^, and X , (The subscripts 1 and 3 for
the critical point _Xare interchangeable depending on the choice

of either Zn or Se at the origin, but it remains valid that there
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is agreement that, in the conduction band, the lowest L valley

is lower than the lowest X valley)» The high-energy limit of the

spectrum for diodes operated at room temperature is 2„65eV which,

even allowing for the large uncertainties in the band structure

critical points, is too energetic to be likely to be due to

transitions between the 1 andT*1^ minima. Photons of this energy
could be generated in transitions, according to table 3B,

although admittedly this would only be possible if the larger

values computed for X^ - gap are almost correct. The next
higher minima above X^ are T!^ and , both of which are too
high to give a maximum photon energy of 2.65eV in transitions

for which the "T valley forms the ground states. There does
1

appear, therefore, some evidence from the spectrum that the X^
valley is populated at diode working fields. It is not un¬

reasonable that X^ should be populated at these fields, even though
X^ is well above because the fields involved are several times
the Gunn threshold and also because it is believed that for zinc-

blende semiconductors the deformation potential linking T!^ to X
T* (38)

valleys is larger than that linking I^ to valleys . From a
close study of the spectrum it is thought that all of the valleys

L^, X^ and X^ are populated under diode operating conditions. This
will be indicated below.

Let the upper and lower valleys involved in inter-valley

transitions be designated CO and C°1 respectively and let their

energy separation be If only the states close to the bottom

of [0 are populated then the spectrum shape is determined by

the matrix element linking the bottom of D'J with the set of

final states in O] and the energy density of these final states.
For a limited range of photon energies, corresponding to transitions

to final states near ,the minimum of , the matrix element may
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be considered constant in which case the spectrum shape is wholly-

determined by the energy dependence of the density of states in

L°1 . If valley \p\ is assumed to be parabolic in the vicinity of

the valley minimum then the deduced form of the spectrum is

nj(E) = K (&E,0 - E)/v ....(3.14)
*

where K is a constant. According to this equation a plot of

KJ (ir^against tz is linear and the intercept on the photon energy

axis is

Using measurements of the high-energy tail region of the

spectrum excited in ZnSe diodes at room temperature, a graph of

ls| against E was drawn. Great care was taken to obtain acc¬

urate spectral data for this purpose. Measurements, using an S20

response photomultiplier, were made for three different diodes

with several spectral scans for each diode. The diode chips were

made as thin as conveniently possible to minimize spectral dis¬

tortion due to absorption of light within the diodes and a corr¬

ection was applied for the residual distortion. The ^ (^against
E_ graph was based on the mean spectrum from these experiments.

This graph is shown in fig. 3.15 In which it is observed that

the points do not lie on a single line but instead lie on two

intersecting lines.

The interpretation suggested for this result is that

the observed spectrum is the superposition of two partially over¬

lapping spectra, each due to inter-valley transitions. Referring

to fig. 3.15 it is assumed that in the range AC the spectrum is

due only to X^ transitions whilst for CD the spectrum is due
to overlapping of individual spectra due to X^ transitions
and X-^ - T± transitions. By extrapolating AC to find the contri¬
bution from X^ - transitions the line EF for X-^ - transitions
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Fig. 3.15 Plots of N2(E) vs. E. See section 3.4.4 £or
an explanation of the figure.



was deduced. If this interpretation is correct the energy gap

betweenT^ and X^ minima is 2.65eV and the gap betweenand
minima is 2.25eV, both at room temperature. It should be noted

that the scale of ordinates for EF is expanded by a factor of 10

relative to that for ACD, indicating that radiative coupling

between X^ andT^ is stronger than between X^ andT^. The
assigned values for the inter-valley spacings are plausible,

given the data of table 3B.

Referring to fig. 3.8, in which a room temperature

spectrum is shown for a wider spectral range than the spectra

from which fig. 3.15 was drawn, a dip is seen at about 1.4eV.

There is a similar feature in the room temperature spectrum

taken with the FbS cell as detector (fig; 3.9) but it is somewhat

less clear in this case on account of the wide error bars. It

could possibly be argued that a dip is observed because of a

band, associated with an impurity or other defect, having a

maximum at an energy just above the dip and with this band

superposed on the background of a broad spectrum. However, an

explanation along these lines would require the superposed

luminescence band to be improbably wide and, in order to explain

the close agreement in the spectral shape at widely different

fields, would require that the field dependence of the main

broad band and the superposed band are very closely similar.

Diodes from different batches of ZnSe preparations show ident¬

ical spectra which forms evidence that there was no impurity

band excited in the studied spectral range. It is believed that

the rise in the spectrum with decreasing photon energy, which

occurs at just below is due to transitions from the

valley to the"!"1 valley. From the band structure critical

point energies, obtained by calculation and listed in table 3B,
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the gap between the 1^ and. I ^ minima is*-i./,.eV so the suggested
cause of the spectral rise below 1.4eV is certainly in accord

/ q / rn ro \
with the known band structure data. Selection rules ' ' ,

based on symmetry considerations do allow, for certain trans¬

ition; paths, radiative transitions.

In the low temperature spectra, taken with a PbS cell

as the detector, (fig 3.H) structure is clearly evident and the

important features of the structure are reproducible, as is shown

by the three spectra in the figure, each of which was obtained

for a different diode. The shoulder, thought to be due to

transitions is observed and at slightly lower energy than at

room temperature. There is a comparatively sharp peak at 0.55eV

which may be due to X^ - transitions. The soectrum presented in
fig, 3.9 for room temperature•diode operation shows little evid¬

ence of this peak but the displayed range extends slightly less

far into the infra-red. There is some emission, from diodes near

room temperature, at lower energy than that shown in fig. 3.9

but measurements in that range were not considered reliable on

account of possible significant emission of temperature radiation.

A sharp peak due to X^ - X^ transitions would be expected, since
on the band structure diagram (fig 3.14)> the curvature at the

X^ and X^ mini ma are not very different. The X^ valley is, how¬
ever, slightly more strongly curved in the vicinity of its

minimum than the X-^ valley is so the best estimate for the

X^ - X^ gap is the low-energy cut-off for the part of the spectrum
due to transitions between these two valleys. This gives 0.46eV

for the gap at 117K, which is about O.leV higher than for the same

gap estimated from a plot of N (e) vs. e for the room temperature

spectrum. Evidence is given below that the X^ -T^ gap increases
by about O.leV for cooling from 300K to 117K and hence th6--Qb served
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temperature dependence of the X^ - X^ gap would be explained
if the - X^ spacing is relatively temperature insensitive.
In fig. 3.H a small peak is seen at about 1.33eV for each

spectrum. The transitions producing this peak have not been
(39)identified but could be X^ - transitions. Apperson et al.

noted a photoluminescence peak at 1.24eV associated with de¬

fect centres in ZnSe free from deliberate doping, and the same

centres could be the cause of the peak, measured at 1.33eV in

the present work, but this is thought unlikely.

A spectrum for a diode at 125K, obtained using an S20

response photomultiplier; is shown in fig. 3.10. No correction
has been applied for light absorption in the diode (light

path length through ZnSe was 0.34mm) and the high energy limit

of the externally observed spectrum is 2.74eV. For diodes with

a light path length about twice that for the spectrum shown

in fig. 3.10 the same upper energy limit was found for the

externally observed spectrum, hence it is concluded that this

limit would not be appreciably higher if determined for absorption —

corrected spectra. The room temperature spectrum high energy

limit, deduced from the intercept in fig 3.15, is 2.65eV and

for this figure an absorption correction was applied. The band

gap of ZnSe increases by about O.leV on cooling from room tem¬

perature to 125K but the increase in the high energy photon

limit is not due to the corresponding change Of the absorption

edge because, as just stated, the room temperature spectrum,

had been corrected for absorption. The shift of the high energy

limit of the spectrum on cooling has been frequently observed

and checked by taking, for each of several specific diodes,

successive spectral scans at room temperature and at about

125K.
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The result for the temperature dependence of the

maximum energy of the emitted photons, combined with the con¬

clusion that the most energetic photons arise from transitions

between the and minima, means that the separation of these

minima increases by about O.lOeV for cooling from 300K to 125K.

It would be a useful check on these ideas if there was inde¬

pendent experimental information available on the temperature

dependence of the gap in ZnSe but, unfortunately, no

reports of suitable experiments are known. Similarly, no in¬

formation on the temperature dependence of the corresponding

gap for other zinc blende materials is known to the author.

Measurements have been reported, however, which enable the

temperature dependence of the X^ -T*^ gap to be deduced for the
zinc-blende ternary alloy GaAs P ^. Holonyak et al.^^ found,

from measurements of the temperature dependence of both the

photon energy and relative quantum efficiency of the light

emission in forward biassed p-n junctions of the alloy, having

composition close to the direct-indirect crossover point, that

for cooling from 300K to 77K the - X^ gap increased by
O.lleV. In ZnSe the - X^ separation was concluded to in¬
crease by O.lOeV for cooling from 300K to 100K and the 1-^ - X^
separation was thought to be relatively temperature independent.

It does appear, from the results for GaAs^ P,_y that there is,
for some zinc-blende semiconductors, a temperature dependence

of the separations of conduction band minima of the same sign

and about the same magnitude as that suggested for ZnSe.

In table 3b the energy spacings between certain pairs

of conduction band minima, as deduced from the spectra of ZnSe

diodes, are given.
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table 3D

ENERGY SPACINGS BETWEEN ZnSe CONDUCTION

BAUD MINIMA AS ESTIMATED FROM SPECTRA OF

REVERSE BIASSED SCHOTTKY DIODES

T

OO
Optical
Detector

ri-Ll
(eV)

ri"X3
(eV)

X1-X3
(eV)

125 S20 photomult. 2.7,(a) 0.50(c,d)
117 PbS cell 1.3-1.6^a) o.k6w
300 SI photomult. l.5(a) 2.6

4
0 3u°6

300 S20 photomult. 2.6 'a)
5 0.37(o)

300 PbS cell 1.4-1.6(a)

spectrum.

this thesis.

Notes

(a) Prom the high energy limit of the relevant part of the

(•5) ii 11 ]_QW 11 11 11 n ti 11 it n
2

(c) Prom a plot of N (e) vs. e.

(d) Graph from which the estimate made is not displayed in
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3.4.5. Theoretical calculation.of the quantum efficiency for

inter-valley transitions and comparison with experimental

values.

It is clear that if it can be shown that the model of

inter-valley transitions leads to a theoretical efficiency of

the same order as measured efficiencies then considerable add¬

itional confidence will be gained that the proposed transitions

do occur in ZnSe diodes. Also, since there is a change of

electron waveVecim in the transitions - "T^, and 1^ - T^,
a theoretical quantum efficiency calculation should assist in

elucidating the major scattering mechanisms involved in transfer

of electrons between these respective pairs of valleys.

An expression for the quantum efficiency assuming

inter-valley transitions has not, so far as the author is aware,

appeared in the literature. However, Haga and Kimura^"^ have

derived expressions for the absorption coefficient contributions

due to such transitions and, by application of a detailed bal¬

ance argument similar to that employed in section 3.4.2, it is

possible to invert these expressions to obtain theoretical

estimates of the quantum efficiency for emission.

Referring to fig, 3.16, suppose it is desired to find

the quantum efficiency due to transitions between an upper valley

and a lower valley [o] . Let the concentration of electrons

in valleys [cT| and £lj be respectively nQ and n^. Further, let

^10 <^1u^e number of photons emitted per unit time in the
range U) to (o*>~i-duj) due to radiative transfer between £lj and

t°] for unit volume of material and unit concentration of
electrons in valley £l] . Then, if the absorption coefficient
for [p] - H transitions is *(«*), we have for equilibrium, from
the detailed balance condition and from the fact that the rad¬

iation field will necessarily be black-body radiation, the equation
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Fig. 3*16 Transition paths between valley ^0} and an

upper valley, £l3*
» I-type ][o3-[23 -[lj path

— I-type [_0^ -[3"] - [l] path
— - •>_ - D-type (_ol — \l\ path.

For emission transitions between ! 1) and 10]
the arrows are reversed.



oc(w) 3(ui)_S^ = ^,11,0 ...,(3,15)
£/,
■dO

Here 3 (ui) is the number of photons in the range
"fctu to in unit volume of material of refractive index £j^~
for thermal radiation at equilibrium with the material. Since

o£(u^is proportional to nQ let us write c(^5l)= -*v0Y(<o^ . The
expression, obtained from 3.15, for then involves the ratio

but, since we have assumed thermal equilibrium, this

ratio is known in terms of the effective masses for the [cf] and

£lj valleys (each valley assumed parabolic) and the gap, AE-/0,
between the minima of these valleys, (it will be assumed AEJo'^-k~7~
hence Boltzmann statistics may be employed). Making the sub¬

stitution indicated for n°/n, > together with a substitution
■J /

for recalling that the latter is greater by a factor

than for black-body radiation in an evacuated enclosure, we

have

- (-^V• •••• 0-16)

= 9 '■=• ^where ^ and 9 ^
.

kT k-T

The induced emission term ofB(ws) has been neglected
in obtaining 3.16, this is justified because of the already

made assumption that AF k I and the fact that the interestlo

is in photon emission with energies not small compared with

The value of n^ taken up to this stage is that which is deter¬
mined from thermal equilibrium but the form assumed for the rate

of W - [o] transitions, involving a given emission energy,
remains the same independently of the value of n^ or of the
processes which determine the value of n^. Since the field in
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the depletion layer of operating diodes is large compared with

the Gunn threshold field all electrons are transferred from

valley [oj and these electrons will be assumed to populate only-
valley [lj . The quantum efficiency may be calculated, for we
find the rate of H - [ol transitions corresponding to a given
infinitesimal photon energy interval in the spectrum of the

emission, per electron in valley £l] , multiply by the number
of electrons in this valley, divide by the rate at which electrons

pass through the junction, and finally, integrate over the photon

energy range of interest ie. E ^ E^. This gives for the
quantum efficiency

ui,

w
"VEl \

R, J.U ( 3.17)lo

CJ,

- WkT
r

^,o(9) <*8 ....( 3.1-, a)

E. h*

= » E'/k , V VkT 1 E'/kT
where

W= depletion width and = electron drift velocity
in valley bl •

In these equations n does not appear because both the photon

emission rate and the rate of electron passage through the

junction are proportional to n( which therefore cancels, ,-It
should be noted that if the current distribution is non-uniform,

qg. if microplasmas are present, the results 3«17 and 3.17(a)

are unchanged because the effective junction cross-section also

cancelled out. For simplicity the multiplicity of upper valleys

£l] was taken as unity but the final result is true for a

general multiplieity.
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The term R^(0 ) is found from the absorption coefficient
(i-l)

equations of Haga and Kimura by means of equation 3.16o It is

necessary at this stage to digress in order to discuss the absorption

processes for the theory developed by these authors. They considered

two types of absorption transition which will be referred to as direct

type (D) and indirect (i) type. These transitions differ in the nature

of the intermediate states iivolved and are indicated in fig. 3.16.

The two types of absorption are considered below for initial and final

states respectively in valleys [o] and [lj .

D-type There are two cases as follows.

(i) An electron in valley [0] first makes a virtual transition

within the same valley by interaction with a photon then

reaches the final state in valley [l] by interaction with a

lattice imperfection.

(ii) An electron in valley [cQ first makes a virtual transition
to valley [l"] by interaction with an imperfection then reaches
the final state in valley [l] by interection with a photon,

I-type The intermediate states are either in valley £ 2.\ or valley[3}.
Valleys [2]and [ Ojhave minima at the same wavevector , Valleys [3] and

[1] have minima at the same wavevector,.
The two possible cases are as follows.

(i) An electron in valley [0]] first makes a virtual transition
to valley [2] by interaction with a photon then reaches the
final state in valley [ ll by interaction with an imper¬

fection,

(ii) An electron in valley [cf[ first makes a virtual, transition

to valley [3~] by interaction with an imperfection, then
reaches the final state in valley [ 1~] by interaction with

a photon.
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Haga and Kimura's results for the absorption co¬

efficient (after some modification to make them more suitable

■yt-
for our purposes), for the case where in .£<» m. are

O '

given below.

D-type. [o]

\Va , .i .3/> '
4 . (n*Y ~:

1*1 e1

IzilE® j>] - til - ['1

Vu "X-
X x

x- (ac-&)

ju.

kx

(3.18)

32.) v-rViuNxij1 r

'•*» JX1
yi. -*

X o(x

.(3.19)
In these equations those symbols which have not been

previously defined have the following meanings:-

m = free-electron mass

V = volume of crystal

P. = momentum operator connecting valleys 1 and jil
T: = matrix element for the imperfection-induced

transition between valleys -c and j
I.. = overlap integral (Normalized to unity for

complete overlap)
= ^/o~® if ^ to < AE(C

ix — o if lo > AEJO
In 3.18 and 3.19 the energies of the phonons participating

in the transitions have been neglected. For I-type transitions

via the path H - DO - Q] the. changes shown below are made

to equation 3.19.

p
/o 13

T
lz ■"To md (AEio-1;u))-^-(AE3l+1;")
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The terms (AE^ and ( ^ are the energies
associated with the intermediate states in [°] - i?l - 01
and M - [3] - [l] transitions respectively. The total absorption

coefficient for I transitions is found bv a summation of the

contributions for all I-type paths. However, there is only a

large contribution for those paths having small intermediate

energies. This means that the.important paths are through

intermediate states such that the extrema for [o] and jjfj or for
[lj and are of least energy separation*

For D transitions, with '^W-'CAE . we have from' fO

3.16 and 3,18

r, (e)- (miV-.'V Ki,/(kT)''■® W \ a-rr 57 . M. _

f «

'/a.
oO

r

\3A Vz
(x + oj x -e. dx.

c3
0 ....(3,20)

Similarly, from 3.16 and 3.19, for I-type m-M-M trans¬

itions, also with < AE/0 ,we have

3/x 1, I

VmJ e |IfJI11T.XJN:k
0

cHV 1 -e) (— )*

00

'/a ; S -X ,
• (x + A77 •*-

0 0 0 0 (3.21)

In obtaining these last two equations the integrals in 3.18

and 3.19 have been manipulated to make the lower limit of

integration zero. This enabled exp ( 9 —Ajo) to be brought

outside each integral and to cancel with its reciprocal

which appears in equation 3.16.

The theory leading to the equivalent of 3.21 for

-u > ae . gives a small amount of emission in this range and

it may be shown that

A,c -
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where

51 = 6 ~ A,o , ( & >0)
For photon emission in the high energy tail the spectrum shape

is mainly determined by the 9 dependence of the integrals in

3.20 and 3.21. These integrals can be expanded as follows (not

applicable forA(j= & but close to exact result for &-0 >2 ,

especially for 3.24.)

.... (3,2.4)

It will be observed that for I transitions this leads to a

theoretical spectrum shape of the form 3»14 assumed in section

3.4.4. For D-transitions the spectrum does not reduce to this

form which means that the overall transition probability is dependent on

the photon energy to an extent comparable or greater than that

for the density of final states in valley L°1 .

Before the quantum efficiency can be calculated it
x

is necessary to find the value for I- in either 3.20 or
v

3.21 as appropriate. The relative probabilities for different

scattering mechanisms are considered, firstly without regard

to selection rules. The scattering mechanism corresponding to

the largest probability, as calculated in this way, will then

dominate unless this would violate a selection rule. Formulae

as follows are given by Haga and Kimura^"^ for ~C. V ,

\)

(The quantity ~TT» is defined in a way which it gives it the
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dimensions of energy and the crystal volume, V, does not appear

in the final quantum efficiency result,

(i) Acoustical phonon (LA)

r\y\/ . ItlL *

where

[

for phonon absorption

I M(^+l 1 " emission
.... (3.25)

otf ^&<U _ I
kT

(ii) Optical phonon (LO)

*>*■ (?*?,
Ml for phonon absorption

whe re

N - ^*P

+1

ii-']

If t!

- I

kT

emission

(3.26 )

(iii) Ionized impurity

X 4.

-tfW-v
\

v + T
....(3.27 )

In these equations

V = volume of the crystal

t, = deformation potential for the transition

= wavevector separation of the valleys.

L = Debye length

S = longitudinal sound velocity

" optical phonon energy

= lattice parameter.

=
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M = reduced mass of a pair of ions
*k

•£• = Callen effective charge of an ion

9 = density of the crystal.

17 -3
From equations 3.24 - 3.26, for T = 300K and KL = 10 cm ,

the ratio of X — TJ scattering probabilities by acoustic

phonons, optical phonons and ionized impurity centres in

ZnSe is 1:0,03 : 3 x 10 hence unless there is a selection

rule forbidding it, only acoustic phonon scattering is im¬

portant. In calculating the values of "TO (V) S was taken

as the mean value for the whole of the LA phonon branch ie.

S = (LA zone edge energwas taken

as 0.031eV^^ and is . The effective ionic charge,
( in)

, appearing in 3.26 has been discussed by Ehrenreich

and is related, by an expression involving the optical and

static dielectric constants, to the more commonly quoted
(3 5)

Szigeti effective charge. Using the value 0,78e for the

latter charge, e was deduced to be 0.35e. fl( is not known
for ZnSe but has been estimatedas 9eV for X-^ -

coupling in GaAs and, in equation 3.25, this value was used.

The valleys are believed to be more loosely coupled to

than are the X^ or X^ valleys and data for the
deformation potential have been given for several zinc-blende

semiconductors^ , not including ZnSe. These results

showed a nearly linear dependence of the deformation potential

with ionicity, from which the estimate 6eV has been obtained

for ZnSe.

A further quantity which is required for calculating

the quantum efficiency of diodes is the momentum operator, ,

which appears in equation 3.21. The subscripts i and j in P. .J
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refer to the two valleys across which the vertical transition

occurs in each I-type transition path. For the I-type transition

paths which contribute significantly to the total quantum

efficiency the appropriate values for P. . are not known, either
J

for ZnSe or for other zinc-blende materials. For the part¬

icular case of i and j respectively and T|C it has
Uq") -r-i

been shown -from known effective masses at i,c that m

many III-V and II-VI compounds is within 20$ of 15eV.

Similarly for the L0,r - L, ~ and X,.,. - X,n interactions inJ V _L0 4V -LU

Siand Ge^3<"^ respectively the values of jlm are also
within the above range. For the quantum efficiency calculation

it has been assumed that for all momentum operators of interest

Pn jZtrt — 15eV'. The overlap integral I. . must be in the range
(51) -r 1of zero to unity and, from a published formula , has

J

been calculated as 0.7. The drift velocity ( \ ) was take n
as the Gunn domain drift velocity in ZnSe and this has the value

1 X 107cm sec_1^37\
In table 3E results are listed for the quantum effic¬

iencies per micron depletion width, as calculated from equations

3.17(a) - 3.21, for different individual transition paths between
(CO CO\

initial and final valleys. The selection rules ' for trans¬

itions in solids with zinc-blende structure have been taken into

account to find the symmetries of the phonons which assist in
(3 6 ^

the transitions. By reference to rules given by Birman et al.

it was possible to remove the ambiguity concerning the labelling

scheme of phonon symmetries (the ambiguity arises from a choice

of either Zn or Se at the origin) and then, from the allocated

phonon symmetries, it was possible to identify the phonon types

as LA, TA, ID or TO. It proved to be the case that the cal¬

culated quantum efficiency contribution from each path between
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TABLE 3E

THEORETICAL RESULTS FOR DIODE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY PER MIT

DEPLETION WIDTH, BASED QH THE MODEL OE INTER-VALLEY

TRANSITIONS.

I

Transition
and
Virtual

path

Fransition

type
[see
;ext)

Selection rules applied
No selection
rules applied

Phonon

symmetry
Phonon

type

*
Calculated

106 2.65eV
V^I.SeV

(P-1)

*

Calculated

10s 2.65eV
¥ ' v 1.8eV

(P-1) !

X - r
3C 1C

x - r
3C 1C

1-0 x3 LA 3.0 ,, i
x -x -r

3C 1C 1C

1-3-0 Xi LO 0.6 16.6

x -r -r
30 15C 1 C

1-2-0

'

fXi
LX5

LO

TO,TA

0.2

0.0
8.2

x. -x -r
30 5V 10 1-3-0 x5 TO,TA 0.0 2.3

x -r
10 tc

x -r
10 1C

1-0 X1 LO 0.04 1.3

x. -x -r
^C 3C 1C

1-3-0 LA 3.1 3.1

x -r -r
10 150 1C

1-2-0
-X3

-x5

LA

TO, TA

2.3

0.0
2.4

x. -x -r
10 5V 1 C

1-3-0 X5 TO,TA 0.0 1.2

TOTALS 9.2
I

38.2

2.65eV " " ~
EXPERIMENT : Mean (l06/w).p for 25 diodes, all with

1. 8eV

Np <1017 cm 3, is 14-3 P~"l(84$i of the diodes in this
sample were within a factor 2 of the mean)

See following page for meaning.
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TABLE 5E (CONTINUED)

j Transition
| and
virtual

path

|

Transition
type
(see
text)

Selection rules applied
No selection
rules applied

'-' 1 1

Phonon

symmetry
Phonon

type

*
; Calculated

10* 1.4eV
W * 0.6eV

(P-1)

*

Calculate^
io6 1'4eV
w , 77 0.6eV j

Or1)

l - r
1C A1C

l -p
1C "Sc

1-0 Li

f

LO
l LA

0.11
1.90

!
I

2.01

l -r -r
1C 15c 1C

1-2-0
(Li
(
( L3

jLO
LA

T0,TA

0.04
0.69
0.00

0.73

L -L -r
1 C 3C 1C

1-3-0 L 3 T0,TA 0.00 0.41

L -p -p
1 c 1 15 V A1 c

1-2-0 ( Li
(
( L3

LO
Lla
T0,TA

0.04
0.72

0.00

0.76

l -l -r
1C 3V 1 c

1-3-0 Ls TO, TA 0.00 0.79

TOTALS j 3.5 4.7

6 1 * 4eV 17 -3
EXPERIMENT : Mean (10 A,r) , *of 2;fall with N_ < 10 cm ,/w 0.6eV D

is 22 /j~1 (84% of the diodes in this sample were within

a factor 2 of the mean).
*

It has been assumed that all electrons are in the upper valley for each

transition path. The calculated ^/W values are therefore over-estimates.

If electrons are assumed to distribute with equal numbers in the X3, X1 and

L1 valleys then all calculated values should be divided by 3»
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and T^, with the selection rules applied,would be unaffected
if the origin was identified incorrectly. For the total emission

attributable to X^ ^"1 ~ "^1 ^ere would only be a
small error in the calculated quantum efficiency (again with

application of the selection rules) by an incorrect identification

of the origin but the calculated relative contributions of

each path would be significantly changed. In addition to the

transitions X^ ^ and L-^ - given in table 3E
(52 53)

the transition X^ - X-^ is also allowed ' but no attempt
was made to calculate the quantum efficiency corresponding

to this latter transition.

The results for the computed quantum efficiencies,

which can only be expected to be accurate to within about one

order of magnitude, are similar to experimentally determined

values and the latter are shown at the foot of each part of

table 3E. For the calculation of the contribution to the

total quantum efficiency from each transition path it was

assumed that all free electrons were in the initial valley

for that path. Since the free electrons are distributed

into several upper valleys the calculated quantum efficiency is,

to this extent, an overestimate. The quantum efficiencies,

calculated as described, would however be too low if there is

strong departure from the selection rules for transitions

not between the minima of the initial and final valleys. In

table 3E the result of a recalculation of the quantum effic¬

iencies are given assuming total breakdown of the selection rules

and, with this assumption, LA phonon scattering is dominant

in all transition paths.

As regards the theoretical spectrum shapes, for all

I-type transitions these are similar to the experimental results
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and for each path there is a spectral maximum. D-type transition

spectra, as calculated, show monotonic increase with reduction

of the photon energy, E. However, for E « A E-^ the assum-

ption of constant It,• will become erroneous, and it is for
J

this reason that the quantum efficiencies have only been cal¬

culated corresponding to a limited photon energy range below

Considerable use has been made here of the absorption

coefficient expressions derived by Haga and Kimura. It is

therefore of value to check these expressions by direct re¬

ference to experimental absorption coefficient data. The

excess absorption in n-GaAs due to inter-valley transitions has

been measured by Spitzer and Whelan^^. Haga and Kimura

showed that their own expression for I-type absorption correctly

described these results for n-GaAs in respect of the dependence

on the wavelength, temperature and on the concentration of free

electrons. They did not however calculate the absolute mag¬

nitude of the absorption coefficient for comparison with ex¬

periment. The fit of the theoretical expression to the ex¬

perimental results required the assumption of an inter-valley

gap of 0.44eV and this is within the limits of uncertainty

for T-^ - X^p but not for T~jp - X^p or The present
author has calculated the absolute magnitude of the absorption

coefficient () as given by the theoretical equation. Taking
— ^

P. . and E-! to have the values assumed previously for ZnSe
a * -'fc ( c,ei)

together with — 0.44eV, m^ - 1.2m and mQ =0.07m
then, for the conditions n = 1.3 x. lO^cm ^, T = 300°K and a

photon energy of 0.44eV, the calculated is 1.2cm \ The
*l(54)

corresponding experimental result is 0.4cm . In the

absence of restrictions imposed by the selection rules LA phonon
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scattering would be dominant as in ZnSe and the major indirect

path contributing to - X^ absorption would be T^, - x3C - xlc.
With the selection rules applied the above path remains dominant and

still .Involves LA phonon scattering. It was for this path that

was calculated. The quantities inserted in the equation were

necessarily only rough estimates so that the experimental and

theoretical values for the absorption coefficient are satis¬

factorily close. The calculated D-absorption coefficient ( )

for the conditions specified above is only 0.01cm if account

is taken of the selection rules. A relaxation of these rules

to permit LA phonon scattering in the D-absorption then leads

to the result oC 0.7cm for the above conditions.
J

A check similar to that made for the I-type absorption

formula has also been made for the D-type absorption formula.

Haga and Kimura^"^ showed that their formula for oi^ was

(56)consistent with the measured wavelength dependence of the

absorption coefficient in n-GaSb over the wavelength range

1.5(jl - 4.5p. The gap between the minima of the two valleys

forming the initial and final states for the absorption trans¬

itions was deduced, from the value required to fit the theoretical

dependence of c< on wavelength,to be 0.30eV. The lowest valley

in n-GaSb is the valley and the next higher but one is the X^
valley with the - X.^ gap estimated to lie in the range
0.3 - 0.43^^. The L-^ valley is only O.leV^''^ above so
Haga and Kimura believed that D-transitions occurred between the

and X^ valleys. Estimating necessary quantities in the
(57)

way used for ZnSe and taking the values m = 0.. 047®,
*

~ m and AE^q = 0,3eV for GaSb the calculated value of
for the conditions n = 4-8 x lO^cm ^, T = 77°K and 'Kw = 0.41eV

is 0.2cm \ The measured^absorption coefficient for these
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conditions is 2.2cm \ The quoted theoretical value of ^ was

obtained under the assumption that LA phonon scattering is
(36")

allowed but this in violation of the selection rules for

T - direct transitions. If account is taken of the

selection rules then essentially only ID phonon assisted trans¬

itions are allowed and the calculated would be reduced

to 3% of the value found by disregarding these rules. There is

some, admittedly small, evidence therefore that a strict appli¬

cation of the selection rules is excessively stringent and,

in support of this view, the calculated quantum efficiency for

ZnSe diodes is closer to the measured value if the selection

rules are ignored.

To summarize this section it has been shown that the

theoretical estimates of the quantum efficiency in ZnSe diodes, as

based on the model of inter-valley transit ions,are not greatly

different to the experimental observations.

3.1.6. Diode response time

The radiative lifetime for inter-valley transitions,

7 , is simply related to the quantum efficiency ( 1] ) because
IS

fj is the ratio of rates of inter-valley transitions
to the rate of electron passage through the diode

(h, ft ) giving

^ = — .... (3.28)
TR Vd,

This equation gives, for each of the diodes in which the

response time was measured, a radiative lifetime of about

7 -1
300ns if V,i is taken as 10 cm sec and with sub¬

stitution of measured values for T| and W. The observed res¬

ponse time was less then 5.5ns for each diode. The rapidity
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of response is therefore determined by non-radiative transitions.

An expression for the lifetime, , for non-radiative trans-
(58)

itions has been given by Conwell and in deriving her result,

it was assumed that electron scattering is by longitudinal

acoustic phonons. For other scattering mechanisms the non-

radiative lifetimes can be obtained by scaling 7^R in the
ratios of the appropriate squares of matrix elements found

in the last section. The results for X ^^s^ions 31,6

13 11
'XiR ~ 3 x 10 s for LA phonon scattering and ~ 10 s

for LO phonon scattering. A weighted average 7^, for X^ ' qc

transitions and X-^„ - transitions is close to the shorter
of these times. For T|«,l the quantum efficiency is given by

^ r*R .... (3.29)1 R
ry — , "1 Q

Substituting 71 = 3 x 10 s and T'.- = 3 x 10 s in equationK N R

3.29 gives an estimated value of 10 for the quantum efficiency

attributable to the combined effects of X / Xin - ~Cr transitions
3 0 ' _L(jk J_0

This is lower than the experimental result for typical diodes

by a factor of about 20 but the calculation of 'T,„ could
NR

possibly be in error by that amount.

3.A.7. Temperature dependence of quantum efficiency.

The quantum efficiency, as calculated from the

theory of section 3.4.5, may be shown to have a temperature

dependence which arises mainly through the temperature de¬

pendence of the scattering matrix elements. This is true for

the separate B-type and the I-type contributions with their

only other temperature dependence attributable to the weak

variation of terms higher than the first in the respective

expansions given by equations 3.23 and 3.24. Since the

theory pointed to the conclusion that almost all of the
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radiation from diodes results from electron transitions which

are assisted by acoustic phonons the theoretical temperature

dependence of the quantum efficiency is deduced to be of the

form

T| oC 1 (3,30)

where was defined in connection with equation 3.25,

The function on the right-hand side of equation 3.30 has been

plotted against temperature in fig. 3.17 and should be com¬

pared with the experimentally observed temperature dependence

of the relative quantum efficiency as shown in fig. 3.12.

At temperatures below 280K there is obviously wide disagree¬

ment between theory and experiment, since for cooling theory-

predicts a decrease in quantum efficiency whilst experiment

shows that cooling produces an increase. At temperatures

above 280K experiment shows that the quantum, efficiency

increases with rise of temperature in qualitative agreement

with the theory. However, in this latter temperature range,

the experimentally observed dependence of the quantum effi¬

ciency on temperature is stronger than the nearly linear

dependence which is predicted by the theory.

A possible cause for the rise of efficiency with

coo 1 in C" bo low 280K is as follows. For a given electric field

cooling increases the probability of electron transfer from the

va.lley to the X-^ and valleys. This is because
cooling redu.ces the extent of electron scattering and there¬

fore enhances excitation to higher valleys. .Since the
(37)

Gunn effect has been observed in ZnSe at room temperature

and at fields less than those typical of reverse - biassed

diodes-, electrons in the depletion layer of reverse —
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biassed diodes operating at room temperature are almost

totally transferred from the valley. In view of the

knowledge that L-^ is lower than X^„, it may be that at
room temperature electrons are freely transferred to 1-^
but that considerable scattering in this valley leads

to ineffecient transfer in the next stage up to and

It is suggested that a lowering of the lattice temperature

facilitates electron transfer, for a given applied electric

field, from to the higher lying X valleys by reason of

the reduced electron scattering in the 1^ valley. A combin¬
ation of the temperature dependence just postulated for the

excitation to the X valleys, together with that for the rate

of X to transitions for those electrons which reach X,

could give a temperature dependence of quantum efficiency

for the high energy part of the spectrum qualitatively

similar to the experimental observations. Since the wave-

vector separation for the L-^ and ric points is nearly the
same as that for the X^ and ric points (ratio of former
to latter is >[3/2:1) then, if the explanation given above

for the temperature dependence of the quantum efficiency is

correct, it fellows that spectra at high temperatures should

be relatively richer in - ric transitions compared with
those at low temperatures. Unfortunately, this temperature

dependence of the spectrum shape cannot be unequivocally

tested with the available measurements because these involve

large uncertainties in the spectral range of interest. The

ratio of the height of the peak due to L-. - T* transitions

(at about 0.9eV) to the height of the peak due to the sum of

X3-Tl and X^ - T1 transitions (at about 1.7eV) is, at room
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temperature, greater than 1.5 according to fig. 3.S and

equal to 1.27 according to fig. 3.9. The same ratio for

125K is, for the three individual plots of fig. 3.11,

respectively l-^' ^-*^0 anc* T.O^. There is, therefore,
some evidence in support of the suggested mechanism.

It would be preferable, if possible, to compare areas

under the parts of the spectrum curves due

X1 - and transitions rather than the peak
heights. It appears that a larger difference would then

be discerned between 125K and 300K spectra but compari¬

son of areas for each contribution to the spectrum is a

difficult operation because of overlapping of the X - 1 ^

and parts of the spectra.

(12)Pilkuhn and Schul noted, for the broad

emission spectrum in reverse - biassed GaAs p - n junction

diodes, a temperature dependence of the quantum efficiency

which, between 300K and 100K (the entire range of their

measurements), is very similar qualitatively and quantitat¬

ively to the results for ZnSe. The authors suggested that

in their diodes both Zener breakdown and avalanche breakdown

occurred simultaneously but that radiation was due only to

the avalanche component of the current and that this com¬

ponent increased relative to the Zener current on lowering the

temperature. The evidence for this was that, in another

diode which exhibited pure avalanche breakdown, there was no

temperature dependence of quantum efficiency. The argument

is not very convincing and is not applicable to the ZnSe

diodes of this chapter because it is known that the multi¬

plication is usually small.

In p - n diodes of GaP it has been observed
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that the radiation for reverse bias, in the broad band

part of the spectrum, has a temperature independent

quantum efficiency in the temperature range 80K - 300K.

This supported the proposition, made by the authors, that

the scattering mechanism was by ionized impurities.

3.5. SUMMARY

The reverse bias electrical behaviour of the

diodes shows that the current does not flow by thermal

excitation of electrons from the metal contact into the

ZnSe. The qualitative behaviour is consistent with electron

tunnelling from metal to ZnSe and the discrepancy from the

quantitative results is thought to be due to a thin layer

of insulating material which prevents intimate metal-

semiconductor contact.

The light emission has been shown to result from

electron transitions within the conduction band. The evidence

is very heavily in support of the postulate that these

transitions are between valleys of the conduction band

since this enables the general spectrum shape to be

explained and leads to a theoretical quantum efficiency

of a similar magnitude to the measured values.

There are a few experimental observations which

have not been satisfactorily explained. One such experi¬

mental observation is that the quantum efficiency per

unit barrier width varies with donor density as 1/W«V-6
for a wide range of donor density. Since it is thought,

from other evidence} that the principal scattering mech¬
anism is by acoustic phonons, I/to is expected to be

independent of N^. Even if ionized Impurity scattering
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was important there would still be a discrepancy because then

the expected variation of y W with is N^. It cannot
be that ionized impurities and another imperfection type act to¬

gether with about equal scattering efficiency to produce

the observed "j/W vs. N dependence because then a lav

of the form e^ would only hold over a very

limited range of N^» The observed temperature dependence
of the relative quantum efficiency has not been explained

in a fully satisfactory way. A further cause of concern

is that, from fig. 3.1$, the spectrum appears to be of the

form for I-transitions but the considerations that led to

the data of table 3E suggest that in the range covered

by fig 3.1$ the major part of the light is due to D-trans-

itions. A relaxation of the selection rules would, however,

largely remove this difficulty.

Apart from the above noted deficiencies there

has been a large measure of success in explaining the be¬

haviour of the diodes forming the subject of this chapter.

An analysis of spectra observed in reverse biassed diodes,

of material with a sufficiently low density of lumines¬

cence centres, is a potentially valuable method for checking

band structure calculations and should be applicable in

many semiconductors. This method of probing band structure

has not been previously discussed in the literature.
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kjL REVERSE BIAS ELECTROLUMINESCENCE IN Mn-DOPED ZnSe SCHOTTKY DIODES.

4.1. INTRODUCTION

In chapter 3 results were presented and discussed for the reverse

bias behaviour of Schottky diodes prepared from ZnSe with no luminescence centres

deliberately added. The inclusion of suitable luminescence centres greatly

enhances the reverse bias electroliminescence efficiency and modifies the spectrum

to a form characteristic of the added centres. Since ZnS is very similar in its

properties to ZnSe and the yellow luminescence band in the ZnSsMn system has been

extensively studied it was natural to consider adding Mn as a luminescence centre

in ZnSe.

One aim of the work described in this chapter was to gain a greater

understanding of the mechanism of reverse bias electroluminescence in ZnSesMn

with a view to using the knowledge in improving the diode performance as a

practical device. The colour of the light from reversed-biassed ZnSe'Mn diodes

is yellow and is much more nearly monochromatic than for the diodes discussed in

chapter 3.

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several different batches of ZnSe, which were doped both with A1

donors and Mn centres were available for the experimental measurements. In materials

designated by MAI and DM the proportion of manganese compound added at the

material preparation stage was calculated to give 0.5 atom % of Mn in the final

product. For 26C1 and 36B1 materials the manganese concentration is substantially

less than for the above batches but neither the concentration in the product nor

the proportion of manganese compound added in the preparation are known.

The experimental information collected for the reverse bias operation of

these Mn-doped diodes includes the current-voltage characteristics, the relative

light intensity as a function of current and as a function of voltage, the emission

spectrum, the time response of the light emission for step changes in the applied

voltage and the external quantum efficiency.
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The majority of diodes were prepared with Au as the metal of the

rectifying barrier and, unless otherwise stated, it may be assumed that this

metal was used.

4.2.1. Electrical properties

The differential capacitance (C) was measured as a function of applied

bias (V) at several frequencies in the range 200Hz to 100kHz for a large number
_2

of diodes. Plots of C against V were linear with an intercept on the voltage

axis, for the measurements made at 100kHz, which ranged from 1,45 volts to 5.1

volts. A few Al-contact diodes were measured and these also gave linear plots

with intercepts on the voltage axis towards the lower end of the range stated
2

above. Most diodes exhibited less than 3®% change in dC~ /d¥ over the frequency

range 200Hz - 100kHz but a few showed a change, for the same frequency range,

of about an order of magnitude. For diodes in which there was a detectable
—2

frequency dependence of dC /dV this derivative had lower absolute value as the

frequency was reduced as for the diodes of chapter 3.
-2

The donor concentration, deduced from the slopes of C against V
2,0 --3

plots, for measurements made at 100kHz, varied between diodes from 7 x 10 ' m

to 3.5 x lO^m" ^.
Typical current-voltage characteristics for an MAI diode at room

temperature are shown in fig. 4.1 together with the light-voltage characteristics

for the same diode. The behaviour of diodes made from other batches of Mh-doped

ZnSe are similar. Referring to the figure, the current is seen to vary

exponentially with the applied voltage for a range of about four decades of the

current above lpA. At a current of about 10mA, which is beyond the range of the

figure, curvature develops for typical diodes in semilogarithmic plots of current

against voltage and this curvature is due to the series resistance of the diode

chip. A departure from exponential variation of the current with the applied

voltage at low currents such as exists below lpA for the diode of fig.4.1 is

often, but not always, observed in Mn-doped ZnSe diodes. For some diodes the

curvature at low currents is in the opposite sense to that shown in fig 4.1 and
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in those cases is attributed to shunt leakage.

The temperature dependence of the current-voltage characteristics is

shown by the broken curves in fig 4.2. Lowering of the temperature at fixed

voltage increases the reverse current as for diodes without deliberately added

luminescence centres. At fixed current the voltage changes with temperature at a

rate, T of 1.0 x 10 ^ V K \ This is about half the value found for diode
.9

without intentionally added luminescence centres.

4.2.2 Light emission as a function of voltage and current

From fig 4*1 it will be observed that after an initial steep rise of

the light emission (L) with increasing voltage (V), In L varies linearly with V,

The data given for the L-V characteristic of fig 4.1 were obtained by measuring

the output of an S20 response photomultiplier placed with its photocathode close

to the diode. Since, at sufficiently small values of L, the rate of increase of

L with V is very strong it is meaningful to speak of a threshold voltage for

light emission. In the case of the diode shown in fig 4.1 this threshold is

approximately 3.5 volts and threshold voltages close to this value have always

been found. The shape of the L-V characteristic of fig 4.1 is in marked contrast

to the results for diodes without intentionally added luminescence centres where

it was found that InL was linear with voltage down to the lowest measurable

emissions. The same apparatus and geometry were used for both types of diode

and the lowest light emission measurements represented in figs 3.5(a) and 3.5(h)

for non-intentionally doped diodes were of similar magnitude to the equivalent

lowest measurement shown in fig 4.1. For Mn-doped diodes, at voltages above

the threshold region, there is a linear dependence of InL on V and in this linear

region L is approximately proportional to the current. This last mentioned result

is shown by the approximate parallelism of the L-V and i-V characteristics in the

appropriate voltage range in fig 4.1 and corresponds to a current range from

10pA to at least 5mA„ At currents in excess of about 10mA the light emission

varies less rapidly than linearly with the current and this result remains valid

for diodes suitably pulsed to avoid heating effects. Fig 4.3 shows, for a certain
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36B1 diode, the observed variation of light emission with current for pulse

currents (lOqs pulse width, 6% duty cycle) in the range 20mA to 260mA. The

relative light emission was measured after passage of the light through a

spectrometer set to pass a band narrow compared with the spectral width and

centred at the wavelength corresponding.to the low current spectrum peak,
0 75

From the figure the relationship Loc i ° is seen to be a good description

of the results.

Referring to the light-voltage characteristics of fig 4.2 it appears

that the threshold voltage for light emission shifts to lower voltages with

cooling of the diode. The result is not entirely clear since a very steep rise

of L with V was not observed, due partly to the diode characteristics and also

because very low light emission levels were not explored as a consequence of the

apparatus limitations.

From fig 4.2 it is seen that lowering of the temperature at fixed

current increases the light emission. Since cooling also lowers the voltage

for a fixed current, there is a larger increase in power efficiency on cooling

than there is for the quantum efficiency.

4.2,3. Spectrum for reverse bias emission

Spectra for reverse bias in an MAI diode are shown in fig 4.4« The peak

of the spectrum is at 2.10eV for room temperature and shifts to 2.12eV on cooling

of the diode to 118K, The spectra, which have been normalized to the same peak

height, were for currentsof about 2mA. As always, throughout this thesis, the

spectra have been corrected for the response of the measuring apparatus. The

width of the spectrum at half-height is reduced from 0,19eV to 0.13eV by cooling

from room temperature to 118K. The result reported here for the shift in peak

position is not much more than the uncertainty in the energy of the peak, but

since the same shift has been observed several times and in different diodes

it is believed that there is a genuine small shift on cooling.

Diodes made from all of the material batches tested (ie. MAI, DM, 36BI

and 26C1) consistently exhibited a room temperature peak in reverse bias at
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2.1140.01eV and a width at half-height of 0.20i0.02eAT, where the width is given

for a current of about 1mA. The integrated luminosity of the room temperature

spectrum, as excited with a reverse current of about 1mA, is 450 lumen watt \
Diodes with A1 contacts give identical spectra to Au-contact diodes when both

are measured at room temperature and this is the only temperature for which

spectra of Al-contact diodes have been measured. There is no observable change

in the spectrum for currents between l+0\ik and 1mA. The lower current limit

quoted is the current at which the ligfrt output from typical diodes is just

sufficient to obtain useful spectrum measurements with the apparatus that

was available.

For currents greater than a few mA, in the diodes of lower Mn

concentration, some asymmetry develops in the shape of the emission spectrum.

This is illustrated in fig. 4.5 where it is shown that with increase of current

the spectrum becomes relatively richer in the lower energy tail of the spectrum.

By making spectrum measurements at lower energies than those shown in the figure

it has been concluded that the increase in the low energy tail of the spectrum

is due to transitions of electrons within the conduction band as discussed in

the preceeding chapter. From time-resolved spectrum measurements of pulse operated

diodes it was found that the spectrum, corresponding to a time of a few micro¬

seconds after the last current falling edge, did not contain the additional low

energy contribution although the spectrum excited whilst pulses were on did

contain this contribution.

The photoluminescence spectrum for Mn-doped ZnSe at room temperature

and excited by 365nm light is shown, in fig. 4.6. The peak of the spectrum is at

2„00eV and the width at half-height is 0.44eV. A very similar spectrum is also

excited in forward bias. For reasons to be given in the discussion it is believed

that the photoluminescence and forward bias spectra are not due to transitions

involving Mn but that the observed reverse bias spectrum is due to the presence

of Mn„ In appendix I data for luminescence bands excited by various means in

ZnSe with various dopants, including Mn, are given.
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4.2.4. External quantum efficiency and external power efficiency

The current-voltage characteristics for reverse bias are sufficiently

hard, that to a good approximation, the current for which any given diode

exhibits a maximum quantum efficiency is also the current for a maximum power

efficiency. The largest measured quantum efficiency in the diodes tested was

8.0x10 This was for an MAI diode at a current of 4.0mA. The power efficiency,

expressed in photometric terms, for this diode and at the same current was 52

millilumens watt \ The largest observed power efficiency in any diode was

56 millilumens watt and this was for a DM diode at a current of 10.0mA. For

this DM diode the quantum efficiency at 10,0mA was 4«0 x 10 The reason why

the MAI and DM diodes referred to differ by a factor of two in their maximum

quantum efficiency and yet have almost the same power efficiency was because

the DM diode reached its optimum performance at very nearly half the voltage

for the optimum performance of the MAI diode. The highest power efficiency

observed in any 36BI diode was 13 millilumens watt \ This was for a current

of only 0„4mA although the maximum in a plot of light output as a function

of current was broad and at 4mA the power efficiency was 10 millilumens watt .

4.2.5. Relative quantum efficiency as a function of temperature

It has already been noted in section 4.2.2 that cooling of a diode

increases its quantum efficiency. In this section more detailed results for

the temperature dependence of the relative quantum efficiency are given.

The variation of the light emission with. temperature for fixed current

in a diode of MAI material is shown in fig. 4.7. Qualitatively similar results

have been found for a diode of 36BI material. From fig 4.7 the ratio of the

maximum relative quantum efficiency to the room temperature value was 1.6. The

corresponding ratio for the only tested 36BI diode was 3.3.

4.2.6. Light rise and decay times

For step application of a reverse bias to typical MAI diodes at

room temperature the light rises to 25% of its final height in 3ps and to 90%
in about 80|_is. No components of the light rise were present with time constants
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of less than lps. On the falling edge of a light pulse similar time constants

as in the rise were evident with a typical fall time (100$ - 90$) of 50p.s.

The luminescence emission during the whole of the decay remained in the same

spectral band as for D.C. diode operation. The current response time on both

rising and falling edges was less than 6ns.

Diodes of 36BI material have been similarly tested and had a current

rise and fall time also each less than 6ns. The majority of these diodes exhibited,

for an applied voltage pulse, a light rise to about 20$ of the final level in

a time less than 20ns. This was followed by much slower components, having time

constant of a few (j.s. On the falling edge the light decayed to about 25$ in a

time of less than 50ns and was followed by a decay which took a few ps to reach

essential completion. As mentioned in section 4.2.3, the spectrum during the

decay is similar in peak energy to a D.C. spectrum but after a decay time of

l|j.s, and possibly also after a much shorter decay time, the low energy tail

contribution, such as is seen in the D.C. spectra of fig 4.5, is absent. From

spectrum measurements it has been shown that the spectrum excited in the

relatively sharp initial rise is richer in this low energy contribution than a

D.C. spectrum for the same current.

A few 36BI diodes exhibited a rise of light which was complete in 20ns

and the spectrum excited immediately at the end of this time was shown to be

identical to that found for steady excitation in all 36BI diodes.

It was discovered that the ligjit decay time, following pulse excitation

in MAI. diodes, was increased if the diode temperature was reduced. The light rise

was similarly affected by temperature change and these results were also true of

those 36BI diodes which showed time constants of more than about lps. In fig 4.8

results are shown for the temperature dependence of the decay time in a certain

MAI diode for a constant pulse current. The semilogarithmic plot in the figure

has for the ordinate the reciprocal of the time taken for the light to decay

to 20$ of its initial intensity, and for the abcissa, the reciprocal of the

absolute temperature. This form of plot was chosen since qualitatively the results
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were consistent with a thermally activated trap-emptying mechanism. If this

interpretation is correct, then from, the figure, the principal activation

energies involved are 0„40eV and O.OlOeV.

4.3. DISCUSSION

4,3.1. Properties of a predominantly electrical character.

It has been shown by Livingstone ^ and by Allen et al,that,

in n-type ZnSe doped with Mn, the necessary field for the onset of multiplication

is lower than in n-type ZnSe of the same donor concentration but without deliberate

luminescence centre doping. At approximately the field corresponding to the onset of

multiplication in the .latter material a second threshold is observed in. the Mn-doped

ZnSe. These results show that the minimum field necessary for impact ionization

of the Mn centres is lower than that necessary for impact ionization of the ZnSe

lattice. With a steady increase of the applied field in Mh-doped material the

first multiplication threshold is due to impact ionization of the Mn centres and

the second threshold is due to impact ionization of the host lattice. The

multiplication measurements were made in n-ZnSesMn Schottky barrier structures

and the lower multiplication threshold voltage was coincident with the light

emission threshold voltage as deduced from a plot of the form of fig, 4»1«

Light emission is evidently connected with impact ionization of Mn centres but,

for reasons to be given later, the radiative transitions are not thought, to be

de-ionization transitions. It was shown in the preceding chapter that in fields

similar to those pertaining in operating Mn-doped diodes, but in the absence

of intentionally added luminescence centres, electrons reach an energy as high

as 2,65eV above the conduction band edge. In the presence of a sufficient

concentration of Mn centres it is expected that electrons in the T valley will

have a high probability of interacting with these centres before acquiring the

necessary energy to transfer to higher valleys. In 36BI and 26C1 diodes an

appreciable fraction of the free electrons do reach the higher conduction band

valleys, certainly up to X^ and probably also to X^ as is shown by spectra for
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currents in excess of a few mA. In the more heavily Mn-doped MAI and

DM materials the emission is almost entirely restricted to the band

centred on 2.11eV, at least for currents up to 10mA.

From fig, 4.2, the temperature dependence of the current

in Mn doped diodes at a constant applied reverse voltage is weak,

but from figs, 4.1 and 4,2, the voltage dependence of the current at

constant temperature is strong. This behaviour is similar to that

observed in diodes without the intentional incorporation of lumine¬

scence centres and therefore, by the same reasoning as presented for

this latter type of diode, the injection current for reverse bias in

Mn-doped diodes is also a tunnel current.

Referring again to fig. 4.2, it appears that the threshold

voltage for light emission shifts to lower voltages as the diode

temperature is reduced. This dependence is expected, for as the

temperature is reduced the electron scattering in the T* valley of

the conduction band is also reduced and, therefore, a smaller applied

voltage is necessary for the electrons to attain sufficient energy to

interact with the Mn centres.

According to the model discussed here the incorporation of

Mn as luminescence centres enhances the multiplication for a given field.

It is therefore expected that for a given current density and a given-

donor concentration the applied reverse bias would be smaller for diodes

containing Mn than for those essentially free of luminescence centres,

In fig, 4,9 the necessary applied reverse voltage for a fixed reverse

current density of 2mA/mm. is plotted against the donor concentration

for diodes with Mn addition and also for those without any deliberately

added centres. The points shown for the latter type of diode are re¬

produced directly from fig. 3»4 of the last chapter. Although, in fig.

4.9, the points for any particular batch of material are scattered about

a curve which would give the best fit, the addition of Mn does have the
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predicted effect. Within the range of scatter for different types of

points in fig. 4-9, the points representing diodes of the highest Mn

concentration (MAI) lie along the same curve as for the diodes made

from the less strongly Mn-doped 26C1 and 36B1 materials. This last

result is surprising because it is to be expected that an increase of

Mn concentration at fixed donor concentration would lead to a reduction

in the voltage necessary for a given current density.

4.3.2. Comparison of the reverse bias electroluminescence spectrum with

the spectrum in photoluminescence and with luminescence spectra

obtained by other workers

In all of the batches of Mn-doped ZnSe the peak of the reverse
A.

bias spectrum for room temperature is at 2.11-0.01eV.

The photoluminescence peak in ZnSe:Mh:Al, measured only for

36B1 material, is at 2.00eV and the spectrum is shown in fig. 4«6. In

obtaining this spectrum the phosphor was at room temperature and ex¬

citation was by light of wavelength 365nm. A band peaking at 2.02eV

has been observed in forward bias of both 36BI and DM diodes at room

temperature, but for the same excitation conditions in MAI diodes, a

different spectrum is excited. The forward bias electroluminescence band

in 36BI and DM diodes, together with the photoluminescence band of 36B1,

are, apart from their similarity in peak position, also very similar in

width. The widths of these bands are greater than for the spectrum

excited in reverse bias electroluminescence of Mn-doped ZnSe diodes.

Ryall^"^ has observed a band, excited in forward biassed ZnSe diodes without de

liberate luminescence centre doping, which has a peak at 1.99eV.
(62-67)

A tabulation of all these results is given in appendix I. Several authors

have described a photoluminescence band which they have observed near

2.00eV and which they have attributed to a self-activated process, possibly

involving Zn vacancies as the luminescence centres. There is thus some

evidence that the observations, in the present work, of bands near 2.00eV are



due to a common transition and that Mn is not involved in this

transition.

A band at 1.90eV is observed in forward bias of MAI

diodes. A spectrum which is, to within experimental accuracy, the

same as this both as regards the width and the peak energy, has been

observed in the present work for room temperature photo luminescence

of Mn doped ZnSe (36BI') which had not been subjected to a normally

given treatment in molten Zn and not rendered conducting. The

treatment in Zn is known to be effective in removing Cu impurity

and, in the course of the work described in chapter 6, a band at

1.90eV was noted in Cu-doped ZnSe excited either in reverse bias

electroluminescence, forward bias electroluminescence or photo-

luminescence. For each of these methods of excitation in ZnSe:Cu

the l„90eV band had a width roughly the same as the described l,90eV

bands in ZnSe:Mn. There is thus some evidence that the 1.90eV bands

in Mn-doped ZnSe are due to Cu impurity. A weak point in the argu¬

ment, however, is that MAI material was subjected to Zn treatment. The

concentration of CI in MAI was higher than in the other Mn-doped ZnSe

preparations hence it is possible that the 1.90eV band observed in

forward bias of MAI diodes is due to CI.

There is a wide spread in published reports for the photon

energy corresponding to the peak of the luminescence band in ZnSesMn,

Langer and Richter^^ observed a photo luminescence band with a peak at

2,13eV for ZnSe:Mn at 4.2K. In cathodoluminescence, Larach^^ reported

a band with a peak at 2.09eV in ZnSesMn at room temperature. These two

results are close to the reverse bias electroluminescence peak in the

present work but other reports for the peak, as excited by 365nm light

at room temperature, include 1.95eV^"^, 1.92eV^^ and 1.91^^eV, with

the band in all cases attributed to Mn. For none of the references(62) -

(72) is it known if corrections for the measuring system response were

applied.
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The results for the luminescence band in cubic ZnS:Mn

are much less ambiguous than in cubic ZnSe:Mn and hence, in an attempt

to identify which, if any, of the luminescence bands observed in

ZnSe:Mn are due to Mn; analogies will be made with ZnS:Mn. Absorption

measurements for ZnSsMn at 4»2K show three absorption bands with peaks
(71) 4-

at 2.34eV, 2.1+BeY and 2.68eV « To within -O.OleV the same absorption

energies are found for ZnSe:Mn at 4.2K^^, It is emphasised, for

future reference, that in neither material is there evidence of an

absorption band at a photon energy less than 2.34eV. Since the

absorption bands in ZnSe:Mn and ZnSsMn are very similar then it is

expected that the emission bands in the two materials would be similar,
(67 )

In ZnS:Mn Asano et al observedjin photoluminescence, a band which
(72)

peaked at 2,lleV, both for 80 K and for 300K. Leverenz found the

emission peak in ZnS:Mn hi 300K for both photoluminescence and cathodo-

luminescence to be at 2.11eV. The emission peak for ZnS:Mn is, therefore,

very close in energy to that observed in the present work for reverse

bias electroluminescence in ZnSe:Mh. This suggests that the reverse

bias electroluminescence peak is indeed due to Mn.

Emission peaks in phosphors are at a slightly lower energy

than the corresponding absorption peaks, hence the emission observed in

reverse bias electroluminescence is probably the reverse transition to

that involved in the 2„34eV absorption. If this is correct, then since

2„34eV is the lowest absorption peak, the emission peaks observed in the

present work at l„90eV and 2.00eV do not have an absorption counterpart

attributable to Mn and these emission bands are then concluded to be

not due to Mn,

4.3.3« Transitions involved in ZnSe:Mn reverse bias electroluminescence

The absorption band near 2..34eV in both ZnSsMn and ZnSe:Mn has

been identified ^9,73 >74) as ^ue 6^ _ 4,^ internal transition
characteristic of Mn in tetrahedral co-ordination. Similarly, the
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2.11eV emission in ZnSe:Mn has been identified as the

transition. It follows from the discussion of the last section that

the reverse bias electroluminescence band in ZnSe:Mn is due to Mn

internal transitions,

(75)
From photocapacitance measurements it has been shown

that there is a level due to Mn in ZnSe:Mn at 0,6eV above the valence

band edge. If this level is the ground state (^A-^) for the reverse
bias electroluminescence emission, then, since the band gap of ZnSe

is 2.7eV, the upper state for this emission is close to the conduction

band edge and the states populated .in the 2.34eV and 2.68eV absorption

transitions from the Mn state would be degenerate with states in

the conduction band.

For the ^A-^ - ^T^ (2.34eV) and ^A-j - 4A-^ (2.68eV) absorptions
in ZnSe:Mn at 4»2K Langer and Richter observed zero phonon lines

o

of about 1A width, Closely similar results have also been observed by

Wray^^, Langer and Richter^^ observed zero photon lines of 2k width

for - ^A-^ emission transitions at 4«2K but neither they or Wray
observed zero phonon absorption lines for the reverse transition, almost

certainly because these were too weak to detect. Absorption lines as

o

sharp as 1A for transitions to states degenerate with the conduction

band would only be observed if there is a barrier to autoionization,

since without such a barrier; the absorption lines would be strongly
O

lifetime broadened, A line width of 1A corresponds to a lifetime in
-12

the excited state exceeding 2 x 10 s„ Two possible forms of auto¬
ionization barriers are shown in figs 4«10(a) and 4«10(b). In the

barrier of the former figure the Mn ground state and the excited

states are within a potential well,whilst the barrier of fig,4.10(b)

arises through the large disturbance of the lattice necessary to

release an electron from an excited state (only the lowest such state

is shown) into the conduction band.
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It was noted in section 4.3.1 that if a reverse bias, which

exceeds the light emission threshold, is applied in ZnSe-Mn diodes

then there is multiplication, and for a certain range of applied bias

above the threshold value the multiplication is entirely due to the

presence of Mn centres. This result requires for its explanation that

some electrons take a path from the Mn ground state to the conduction

band. The simultaneous population of the conduction band and the Mn

^"T^ state with electrons from the Mh ground state, necessary to
respectively explain the observed multiplication and spectrum, may be

due to both excitation and ionization occurring together. Alternatively,

some electrons which are first excited to the Mh ^"T^ state, may tunnel
from, this state into states of the conduction band.

4.3.4. Response time for reverse bias electroluminescence

It was of interest to compare the measured rise and fall times

of the light emission with the radiative lifetime for the Mn internal

^"T^ - transitions. This radiative lifetime was calculated from
measurements of the absorption coefficient for the Mn ^A-^ - ^"T^ transition

(73)in ZnSsMn given by Mc.Clure with absorption data for ZnSsMn used

because similar information for ZnSe^Mn was not available. The result

obtained for the radiative lifetime is 10 with an uncertainty range

of a factor of two.

The fastest components in the rise and fall of light in most
—8

36B1 diodes have characteristic times of less than 5 x 10 s and only

about 20$ of the total, decay of light takes place with time constant of

a few (is or longer. In some 36B.I diodes essentially all optical response
—8

occurred in less than 5 x 10 s and the spectrum excited was due to Mn,

Since the response time in all 3&B1 diodes was much less than the

radiative lifetime it is concluded that the radiative recombination

efficiency is small. The response time in MAI diodes was longer than in

36BI diodes but this was due to the effect of traps, as shown from the
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temperature dependence of the response time (fig, 1.8) rather than to

an appreciably higher radiative recombination efficiency. Traps also

caused the last 20% of the decay in 36B1 diodes to be much longer than

would be the case in their absence,

1,3,5, Temperature dependence of the relative quantum efficiency

The temperature dependence of the reverse bias emission at

constant current was mentioned in section 1,2.5 and shown in fig 1,7.

If the assumptions are made that the radiative lifetime is temperature

independent, but that the radiative recombination involves a thermal

activation energy, AE, then the ligjit emission 1 for a constant

excitation rate varies as

Lo
L =

.... (1.1)
1 + A exp ( —)

kT

where A and L are constants. By suitable choice of A andAE this
o J

equation could be made to fit the results for fig. 1,7 in the

temperature range above 220K, In obtaining this fit I.0 was taken as the

value of L corresponding to the approximate plateau of fig. 1.7 and AE

was found to be 0,32eV. For a 36B1 diode a similar treatment of the re¬

sults yielded AE = 0.21eV.

The fact that equation 1,1 can be fitted to the results does

not imply the validity of the assumptions which lead to the equation.

Since a change of temperature alters the diode voltage at constant current

the excitation efficiency under the experimental conditions would probably

have been dependent on the temperature. From the remarks of section

1,1.3 the radiative recombination efficiency at room temperature is

small, yet in. fitting equation 1,1 it is assumed that the radiative

recombination is approximately unity at the plateau of fig 1.7. Accord¬

ing to the figure steady cooling eventually produces a reduction in the

light output and this is not predicted by equation 1.1.
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A possible mechanism for temperature quenching of electro¬

luminescence is the excitation of electrons from the Mn excited state

(^T^) to the conduction band as indicated on fig, 4» 10(b). The
activation energy shown is expected to be of the order of a few tenths

of an eV.

4.3«6. Mn-doped ZnSe diodes as practical devices.

The largest measured photometric power efficiency in any

Mn-doped ZnSe diode was 56 millilumens watt ^ and this occurred at

a current of 10mA in an MAI diode. Red-light sources using GaPsZnsO

are commercially available with photometric power efficiencies of

800 millilumens watt \ For some applications red lamps are unsuitable

so thav Mn-doped ZnSe should,more properly, be compared with other

available electroluminescent sources of yellow light. GaAsx P|-x diodes
are, at present, the most important such sources of yellow light and

the commercially available lamps have been found, from a survey of the

specifications of several manufacturers, to have, photometric power

efficiencies in the range 45-70 millilumens watt \ Green light sources

mainly use GaP and these have typical power efficiencies of 100

millilumens watt ~.

ZnSesMh diodes are still in a very early stage of develop¬

ment but the results obtained are encouraging. The basic materials

cost for ZnSe:Mn lamps is much less than for GaP or GaAsx lamps so that
a possible application for ZnSesMn could be in large area displays.

The fabrication of Schottky diodes as used in the ZnSe:Mn diodes is also

a much cheaper procedure than the preparation of p - n junctions.

4.4. SUMMARY

The injection current in reverse bias is a tunnel current.

In the high field of reverse biassed diodes (^ loVcm impact

excitation of Mn centres occurs and this populates the Mh T-, state.
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Light emission is associated with the de-excitation transition

for Mn in the crystal field of the ZnSe lattice. The photometric power

efficiencies of diodes made to date, combined with the cheapness both

of the materials and the device fabrication, gives some encouragement

that ZnSe:Mn diodes, may, with further development, have commercial

value,
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5. FORWARD BIAS ElECTROLUMI.NESCENGE IN

ZnSe SCHOTTKY DIODES

5.1. INTRODUCTION

It was noticed that ZnSe Schottky diodes emit

visible light in forward bias although in any given diode

the quantum efficiency was usually very much less than

for reverse bias. In this chapter observations concerned

with the forward bias emission are presented and discussed.
(77)

A more detailed discussion has been given elsewhere

5.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.2.1. Current-voltage characteristics

Typical current-VD.ltage characteristics are shown

for two temperatures of a Au contact diode on ZnSe in fig.

5.1. The figure is drawn for a diode which contains Mn

centres but closely similar characteristics have always

been found for diodes containing no deliberately added

luminescence centres and for diodes containing Cu centres.

The following is a summary of the experimental results

regarding the current-voltage characteristics and is based

on an examination of the data of fig. 5.1 together with

similar data obtained for other diodes.

(i) On a semilogarithmic plot as in fig 5.1 the current-

voltage characteristics at constant temperature are nearly

straight lines over a wide range of current. Departure

from linearity occurs at sufficiently high currents and

is due to the series resistance of the diode chip.

(ii) The semilogarithmic current-voltage lines corres¬

ponding to different temperatures for a given diode are

parallel to one another. An increase of temperature at a
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fixed voltage increases the current and an .increase of

temperature at a fixed current reduces the voltage. For

the diode of fig. 5.1 the latter dependence, corresponds
-3 -1

to a value of -2.2 x 10 volts K for the partial

derivative I. (averaged over the temperature range

of the figure). For all other suitably studied diodes,

including those both with and without deliberate lumines¬

cence centre incorporation, it was found that was

within 30$ of the value quoted above. It has been shown

also that V varies approximately linearly with T at fixed i.

(iii) The slopes of the forward bias semilogarithmic

plots of current against voltage are much steeper than

for reverse bias of the same diode. Typically the ratio

of these slopes is 5.5 with this same value for the ratio

valid for diodes free and not free from deliberately added

luminescence centres.

5.2.2. The dependence of light emission on current and
voltage

Both the current and the light intensity increase

as the forward bias is increased. There is a range of applied

forward bias in which the light intensity is relatively

much more strongly dependent on the bias than is the case

for the current. At higher voltages the light emission

and the current rise at equal relative rates as the voltage

is raised. This result is illustrated in fig 5.2 where

curves are plotted which display the light per unit current

(Vi ), in arbitrary units, as a function of the applied

forward voltage (V) for each of three Au-contact diodes at

room temperature. From the figure it is seen that with

increasing V there is a voltage range in which L/■ rises
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sharply, and this range is followed, for voltages greater

than 1.3 - 1.5 volts, by voltage independence of l/^. The

curves of fig 5.2 were drawn for three diodes which all-

contained Mh centres although not all to approximately

equal concentrations. Curves of similar shape and with

the same voltage for the onset of the constant l/^ re¬

gion as those of fig. 5.2,have been obtained for the room

temperature emission properties of Au contacts on ZnSe

containing Cu centres and on ZnSe with no deliberately

added luminescence centres. The measurements on which the

data of fig. 5.2 are based have been presented in fig.

5.3 as plots showing the variation of light emission with

forward current. It will be observed from fig. 5.3 that,

for currents sufficiently below the onset of proportionality

between the light emission (L) and the current (i), there

is a very strong dependence of X on i. The diodes, for

which the measurements forming the basis of figs. 5.2

and 5.3 were made, emitted light only in a yellow band

(see next section).

The radiation for forward bias originates from

the vicinity of the rectifying contact. A few diodes have

been prepared with A1 as the rectifying contact metal,and

for these diodes, it is known that the L/-j_ vs. V character¬

istics are qualitatively similar to those shown in fig.5.2

for Au-contact diodes. No detailed information has been

gained concerning the threshold voltage for the approx¬

imate proportionality between L and i in Al-contact diodes.

5.2.3. Electroluminescence spectra for forward biassed

ZnSe diodes

For the MAI batch of Mn-doped ZnSe the forward
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Fig . 5.3 Forward bias L vs. i for 3 diodas.

The data are for the same measurements cs

used in drawing fig. 5.2. Symbols in the

figs. 5.2 and 5.3 correspond .



bias spectrum peaks at 1.90eV for diodes at room temperature.

The spectrum is identical for Au and A1 as the rectifying

contact metal. In the 36BI and DM batches of Mn~doped

ZnSe the forward bias spectrum,measured only for Au

contacts, is a band peaking at 2,00eV. An apparently

identical band has also been observed^"^ for the same

excitation conditions in ZnSe free from deliberately

added luminescence centres. In photoluminescence, as ex¬

cited by 365nm light, conducting specimens of 36BI material

exhibited at room temperature a band with a peak at 2.00eV

(e.g. see fig. I+.6). Cu-doped ZnSe will receive attention

in the next chapter but it is mentioned here that in for¬

ward bias, this material at room temperature, exhibits a

spectrum peaking at 1.90eV and this spectrum is closely

similar to the corresponding spectra for photoluminescence

and reverse bias electroluminescence, also at room tem¬

perature. The above results for spectra observed in

variously doped ZnSe under different excitation conditions,

are summarized, along with other results, in appendix 1.

Some diodes, made of ZnSe free of deliberately

added luminescence centres, exhibit a forward bias spectrum

at room temperature which peaks at 2.676 + 0.005eV and has

a width at half peak height of 0.052eV. This sharp band

of blue emission is shown in fig. 5.4«

A range of colours, including green, has been

observed in different diodes which were prepared without

taking precautions to minimize surface contamination.

The reverse bias spectra for the same diodes are, however,

indistinguishable from those of diodes prepared from corres¬

ponding materials but under clean conditions.
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5.2,4. Temperature dependence of forward bias relative quantum-

efficiency

The yellow band observed in forward bias of Mn doped

ZnSe increases in intensity for a fixed current when the diode

is cooled. This temperature dependence is shown in figs 5.5(a)

and 5.5(b). From the former figure, the relative quantum effic¬

iency of the diode concerned is independent of temperature for

a large temperature range below 265K. A range of temperature in¬

dependence of the relative quantum efficiency was not observed for

the majority of tested diodes and more typical results are shown

in fig. 5.5(b). The activation energy for temperature quenching

of forward bias electroluminescence, as determined from the slopes

of the steepest linear sections in plots of the form of figs.

5.5.(a) and 5.5(b) for different diodes,was always in the range

0.25 - 0.50eV.

The quantum efficiency associated with emission into

the blue spectral band which was mentioned in section 5.2.3 also

increases for cooling of the source diode. The temperature de¬

pendence for this band is apparently stronger than for the yellow

band because diodes have been prepared which,in forward bias, emit

predominantly yellow light at room temperature whilst, for the same

diode at liquid nitrogen temperature, the light is predominantly

blue.

5. 2. 5. External quantum efficiency

In the voltage range in which for individual diodes

the ratio L/j_ is independent of current, the external quantum

efficiency, measured at room temperature for diodes with Mn centres

or with no intentionally added luminescence centres, ranged from
-8 -56 x 10 to 2 x 10 . This range refers to diodes having room
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temperature emission at 1.9eV or 2.0eV. Amongst diodes? prepared

from any given batch of material there is a much wider spreau

of quantum efficiency in forward bias than for reverse bias.

Apparently the Mn concentration has no effect on the forward bias

quantum efficiency because diodes made from the materials MAI

(thought to contain about 0.5 atom % Mn), 36B1 (Mn concentration

believed less than 0.1 atom %) or 20A1 (no deliberately added

luminescence centres) yielded quantum efficiencies with similar

spreads of values. For the few Cu - doped diodes which have been

experimentally studied the largest forward bias external quantum

efficiency, measured in a current range where this is independent
_5

of current and at room temperature, is 7»7 x 10 . There is often

a rapid deterioration of forward bias quantum efficiency with

ageing time for all of the studied ZnSe~materials and this change

in diode properties was not necessarily associated with a sign¬

ificant change in the forward current-voltage characteristics.

No measurements have been made of the quantum effi¬

ciency for the blue band emission. Since, at room temperature

and at a forward current of 26mA, blue light is seen by a dark-

adapted eye for some diodes whilst for other diodes operated

and viewed under corresponding conditions, either no light or

blue light is observed, it is concluded that the quantum effi¬

ciency range range for the blue emission is wide.

5.2.6. Diode response time

The 1.90eV band observed in forward bias of MAI Mn

doped ZnSe diodes has a rise time of a few microseconds but a

fall time to essential completion ( 2% of the intensity before

the start of the decay) of less than 60ns. There are no comp¬

onents in the rising edge with time constant less than 100ns.

The forward bias light in 36B1 diodes (band at 2.00eV)
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has a rise time, to 75$ of the final height, of about lqs and has

a fall which appears to involve the same time constants as the

rise. In the 3&B1 diodes both the rise and the fall of the light

showed components of less than 50ns characteristic time.

For MAI and 36B1 diodes the current rise and fall time

is less than 10ns.

Cu-doped diodes are to be discussed separately in the next

chapter.

5.3 DISCUSSION

5.3.1. Forward current-voltage characteristics

It is evident from fig 5.1 that the mode of current in¬

jection in forward bias is not by thermal activation of carriers

over a barrier because, in complete contrast to the figure, this
^ Lrv _p

would give a slope ——| proportional to T . The injection mech¬
anism is presumed to be tunnelling of electrons from the conduction

band of the n-type ZnSe into unoccupied levels of the metal above

the metal quasi Fermi energy. Although it is not apparent from the

current-voltage characteristics, there is other evidence, which

will be given later, that some minority carrier injection into the

semiconductor occurs.

5.3.2. The emission spectrum

It follows from the discussion of spectra given in the

last chapter that the bands observed at l,90eV and 2,00eV in diff¬

erent types of Mn-doped ZnSe diodes for forward bias are not due

to the presence of Mn. The 1.90eV band may be due to Cu or to CI

impurity whilst the 2,00eV band is probably the ZnSe self-activated

band. The reasons for the asserted probable identity of the 2.00eV

band have already been given in chapter 4 and included the facts

that many authors have observed a luminescence band in ZnSe in the

vicinity of 2,00eV which they attributed to self-activation and
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that the forward bias spectrum of ZnSe diodes free from deliberately
(

added luminescence centres has been shown, from work conducted

in this laboratory, to be closely similar to that for diodes with

Mn incorporation. Fischer ^ has also reported a yellow emission

for forward bias of Schottky diodes on ZnSe with no deliberately

added luminescence centres. This band is very similar to the 2.00eV

of the present work since.by reference to Fischer's results for

the room temperature spectrum, it peaks at 1.98eV and has half-

height width of 0.36eV. The rectifying contacts used in Fischer's

work were Pt, Ir, colloidal graphite and certain organic semi¬

conductors, with the forward bias spectrum the same for all of

these.

The sharp 2.676eV band observed at room temperature in

forward bias of some diodes is close in energy to the fundamental

gap of ZnSe and this is evidence that the radiative transition is

from an excitonic state. Room temperature luminescence emission

involving exciton levels has not been observed for many materials
C ng)

but has been reported f-or CdS

5.3.3. The mechanism of forward bias emission

In reverse bias electroluminescence of luminescence centre-

doped ZnSe these centres are impact excited or ionized by carriers

and in the return of electrons to the centres radiation is produced.

In forward bias the electric field is too weak for impact excit¬

ation or ionization to occur. If holes are injected into the n-type

ZnSe radiation results when electrons from the conduction band

recombine with these holes via luminescence centres. In an ideal

metal to n-type semiconductor contact if the electron barrier

height for emission of electrons from the metal into the semi¬

conductor is then the barrier which holes must surmount to

reach the semiconductor valence band from the metal is Eg-
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where E is the band gap of the semiconductor. From measurements
o . ...

of 0 for Au contacts^"^>,"^on ZnSe the hole barrier is deduced to

be about 1.2eV. At room temperature the probability of thermal

excitation of carriers over a barrier of this height is negligible.

Injection of holes from Au into n-type ZnSe is also

negligible, for intimate Au-ZnSe contact, if the holes are assumed

to tunnel through the barrier. This is because the density of

empty states in the Au at 1.2eV below the Au Fermi level is neg-

(79)
ligible. Fischer and Moss have pointed out that if an in¬

sulating layer of suitable thickness is interposed between metal

and n-type semiconductor, thus forming a metal-insulator-semi¬

conductor structure, then hole injection into the semiconductor can

be much enhanced compared with the case of intimate metal-semi¬

conductor contact. This is shown by reference to fig, 5.6. In

fig, 5.6(a) a metal-insulator-semiconductor (n-type) contact is drawn

for zero applied bias. On application of a forward bias the semi¬

conductor valence band edge is raised relative to the metal Fermi

energy by an energy equal to the electronic charge multiplied by

the potential drop across the insulator. For a certain applied

forward bias, the valence band edge of the semiconductor

at the insulator-semiconductor junction just becomes level with

the metal Fermi energy E„ , This condition is shown in fig. 5.6(b)

for the case (with given materials forming the contact structure)

of the minimum possible V , denoted by when all of the applied

bias is dropped across the insulator and none across the depletion

layer of the semiconductor. For applied voltages greater than V

holes from the empty states above E^m in the metal can travel across
the insulating layer into the semiconductor without change of energy.

One such method of hole transport is by tunnelling. For an applied

forward bias range just below the hole injection efficiency is a steep
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function of the bias because the density of empty states in the

metal and immediately below the metal Fermi level, is very

strongly energy dependent.

In the Au on ZnSe contacts prepared in this work there

is believed to be a layer of ZnO between the Au and the ZnSe,

This layer facilitates hole injection into the ZnSe for an applied

forward bias by the mechanism just described. Assuming the rad¬

iative recombination efficiency to be independent of the excitation

intensity, the light per unit current in any given diode is a direct

measure of the relative fraction of the current conveyed across

the depletion layer by holes,and the previously defined voltage Y^
may be identified with the threshold bias for a constant quantum

efficiency. Referring to fig. 5.2 the value of V^,. for each of the
diodes of the figure, is in the range 1.3 - 1.5 volts. From fig.

5.3 the diode current at the onset of the constant relative

quantum efficiency regime, is small for the diodes with the lower

threshold voltages and hence it follows that for these diodes

is a close approximation to Y^^. In this way is estimated
as 1,3 volts. The electron barrier height for Au on ZnSe is appro-

(17)
ximately 1.5eV ' independently of surface preparation and, by

subtracting this barrier height from the ZnSe band gap, is

deduced to be 1.2eV. Within the limits of experimental error this

is in agreement with the estimate made above for V ,thus con¬

firming that the Au and ZnSe bands in a diode biassed at the con¬

stant quantum efficiency threshold do align as shown in fig 5.6(b)
or to within ~ O.leV of that alignment.

If the holes tunnelled directly across the insulating

layer then an optimum thickness of the layer for maximum quantum
(59)

efficiency would exist. It has been shown by Livingstone and
(77)

by Livingstone et al. that the quantum efficiency is not de-
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pendent on the insulating layer thickness if this is more than

400$. and up to at least ISOoX. This result indicates that the

holes, for most and probably for all of this thickness range,

do not tunnel directly across the insulating layer. The same

(77)
is found independently of thickness so holes, for all tested

ZnO thicknesses, are transported without energy change, A poss¬

ible method of hole transport across the ZnO layer is by impurity

band conduction. For consistency with experimental observations

it would be necessary, for this suggested transport mechanism, to

assume that in the forbidden gap of the ZnO layer there is a wide

energy distribution of impurity levels.

It has been assumed in discussing the shape of fig.

5.2 that the radiative recombination efficiency is independent of

the intensity of the excitation. Dr. Wight of S.E.R.L. has

verified this assumption by showing that the quantum efficiency

for photoluminescence, in the same 2.0eV band as for forward bias

electroluminescence, is over the emission intensity range of fig.

5.2, constant to within a factor of two. Since cooling of the diodes

to 100K increases the quantum efficiency by only a factor of about

an order of magnitude the main reason for the very low observed

quantum efficiencies is that the hole injection efficiency is low.

5.4 SUMMARY

In forward bias of the studied Schottky barriers the

main carriers of current are electrons and these, of course,

travel from the n-type ZnSe towards the metal. The electrons are

definitely not thermally activated over the potential barrier

which remains in the depletion layer when a forward bias is applied

and there is little doubt that the electron transport mechanism

is by tunnelling through this barrier. The radiative transitions
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resulting in light emission are, in certain cases, characteristic

of added impurities and in other cases are believed to be due

to self-activation, light emission associated with the presence of

excitons has been observed at room temperature. Hole injection

into the ZnSe is necessary for forward bias light emission and this

injection is possible if the diodes have a metal-insulator-semi¬

conductor structure.
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6. E1ECTR0LUMINESCENCB IN Cu~DOPET) ZnSe.

6.1. INTRODUCTION

As a minor part of the work of this thesis electro¬

luminescence in Schottky diodes of Cu-doped ZhSe was studied for

both polarities of bias. The results obtained are compared with

those given in earlier chapters for diodes containing Eh centres.

Diodes were prepared from two batches of Cu-doped ZnSe,referred to

as 4&A1 and CA1. The Cu concentration is not known for either batch

but it is higher in the CA1 material. Since Cu forms acceptor

centres in ZnSe and both batches exhibited n-type behaviour it is

concluded that the Cu concentration is, for each batch, less than

the concentration of donor centres and this latter concentration

is similar to that for the diodes discussed in the preceding chap¬

ters.

6.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.2.1. Relationships between light emission, current and voltage

In reverse bias of Cu-doped ZnSe diodes measurements, which

were only made for diodes at room temperature, show that the current-

voltage characteristics are closely similar to those for Mn-doped

ZnSe diodes. In each of the figs. 6.1(a) and 6.2 the current vol¬

tage characteristics are given for a different Cu-doped diode. A

high leakage is evident in the diode for which the latter figure

is drawn.

The dependence of the light emission (L) on the reverse

bias (V) is shown in fig. 6.1(a) for the same diode as the current-

voltage characteristics in that figure. For this diode the light

emission is proportional to the current for a range of currents

from 30pA up to at least 10mA. Referring to the reverse bias L-V

characteristics in fig. 6.2 it appears that there are two different
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Fig. 6.1 Room temperature L-V and i-V curves for reverse

bias of two ZnSe:Cu diodes. (a)-^6Al ; (b)-CAl materials.
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Fig. 6.2 Hoom temperature L-V and i-V characteristics

for a 46A1 diode. The inset shows the inflexion

in the L-V curve on an expanded scale and also

shows the reproducibility of this feature.



light excitation processes active -within the range of bias shown

since there are two voltage regions in which the light increases

especially rapidly for a small increase in the voltage. The inset

of the figure shows more clearly the existence of two threshold

voltages for light excitation processes and there is no evidence

to suggest that in the lower observed threshold region the light

does not rise from a zero level. The L-V characteristics of figs.

6.1(a) and 6.1(b) are also consistent with two thresholds in the

respective diodes to which they refer. Double thresholds have been
(81)

independently observed by Livingstone for other Cu-doped ZnSe

diodes in reverse bias. There is apparently a genuine difference

in the nature of the reverse bias behaviour of Cu-doped and Mn-

doped ZnSe diodes since for the latter type the measured L-V

characteristics, -which were obtained in approximately the same

light intensity range as for the former type, have always shown

only one threshold in each diode.

In forward bias of Cu-doped ZnSe diodes the relationships

between current, voltage and light intensity are closely similar

in form to the corresponding results,fcr diodes with no deliberately

added luminescence centres and for diodes containing Mn centres.

For all three diode types in forward bias the same minimum bias of

about l„3voteis found for the voltage marking the transition from

a strong voltage dependence to voltage independence of the quantum

efficiency,

6.2.2. Spectrum of ZnSe s Cu

The room temperature emission spectrum for ZnSe s Cu

(material 46AI) in reverse bias electroluminescence is shown in

fig 6.3. Included in the figure, for purposes of comparison, is

the photoluminescence spectrum for the same specimen, also at room

temperature. A room temperature spectrum for a ZnSe s Cu diode
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(46AI material) in forward bias is shown in fig. 6.4. The peak,

positions for the spectra obtained for the three methods of ex¬

citation are all the same to within experimental error and are

1.90eV. At room temperature the widths at half-height for the

reverse-bias and forward bias spectra are similar, each being

close to 0,3SeV. The photoluminescence spectrum is somewhat

sharper, having a width at half-height of 0.295e^*> again stated

for room temperature.

The reverse bias spectrum, is identical for Au or Sn as

the rectifying contact metal. These were the only metals used in

preparing the rectifying contacts. For forward bias in ZnSe % Cu,

measurements have only been made for diodes with Au rectifying

contacts, but because for this metal the forward and reverse

spectra are very similar, and the reverse bias spectrum is app¬

arently independent of the choice of contact metal it is inferred

that in forward bias the spectrum is also independent of which

contact metal, is used.

From the measured spectra and from the known relative

response of the standard eye the integrated luminosity for both

forward and reverse bias spectra in Cu-doped ZnSe has been eva¬

luated as 130 lumen watt

6.2.3. External quantum and power efficiencies

The external quantum efficiency has only been measured

for a very few diodes of Cu-doped ZnSe. In reverse bias the largest

measured external quantum efficiency, for diodes at room temperature,

was 3 .3 x .10 This was for a diode prepared from material batch

CA1 and for a current of 2.5mA. The same diode exhibited the highest

power efficiency for reverse bias; this was 9.4 millilumen watt

and also occurred at 2. 5mA. In reverse bias electroluminescence of

diodes prepared from the 46A1 batch of Cu-doped ZnSe the highest
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--5observed, room temperature quantum efficiency was 7.7 x 10 ,

The largest measured quantum efficiency in forward bias

for any Cu-doped ZnSe diode was obtained for the same CA1 diode

as exhibited the largest measured reverse bias quantum efficiency.
-5This diode had a forward bias quantum efficiency of 7.9 x 10

at 24mA and for this current the constant quantum efficiency

regime was approached. In 4&A1 diodes at room temperature ex¬

ternal quantum efficiencies in forward bias were found to be in
-8 --6

the range 3 x 10 to 10 . The measurements on forward bias

quantum efficiencies in 46A1 material were made at a current of

only a few mA and the maximum quantum efficiency for each diode

may be about an order of magnitude larger than at such currents.

There is some evidence of correlation between forward

bias and reverse bias quantum efficiencies with the diodes of

highest reverse bias quantum efficiency tending to also show

the highest forward bias quantum efficiency.

6,2,4. Diode response time

The rise of light for reverse bias electroluminescence

has been measured for currents in the range 0.5mA to 12mA. For

currents of less than 2mA the rise, folio-wing a step application

of a steady voltage, is well described by an exponential form

with a single time constant. This time constant is about lOps

for a current of 1mA and is approximately proportional to the

inverse of the current in the current range 0.5mA to 2mA, The

fall of the light after the passage of a reverse current pulse

is also approximately of a simple exponential form, for currents

in the range 0.5mA to 2mA, exhibiting a single time constant of

similar magnitude to that in the rising edge for the same current.

At reverse currents greater than about 2mA more com¬

plicated behaviour is found in the temporal response since at least
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two time constants are involved.

The rise time of light in forward bias is much less

dependent on current than for reverse bias. At a forward current

of 7mA the light from a typical diode rose to half its final

level in 4S|J-s. The rise was not of a single time constant ex¬

ponential form but no components of the rise were present with

time constant less than a few ps. On the falling edge the light

decayed to about 20% in a time less than 100ns and was followed

by a decay of about 3'0jis time constant.

In MAI Mn-doped diodes the forward bias electrolumines¬

cence peak is at 1.90eV and may be due to Cu impurity. For these

diodes there is a more marked difference in the rise and fall

times for forward bias than for the deliberately Cu-doped diodes.

MAI diodes in forward bias typically have a rise time, to 75$

of final height, of a few ps and a sharp fall down to 2% which

takes place in less than 60ns.

All of the above results in this section refer to diodes

at room temperature and the current response time was always less

than 10ns.
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6.3 DISCUSSION

6.3.1. The Current-voltage and light-current-voltage characteristics

For En-doped ZnSe diodes it had been concluded in earlier

chapters that, for both polarities of bias, the electron transport

across the depletion layer was by tunnelling. Since in each bias

direction the current-voltage characteristics for Cu-doped diodes

are closely similar to those for Mn-doped diodes, it appears that

for Cu-doped diodes in either forward or reverse bias the electron

current tunnels through the depletion layer. The conclusions re¬

garding the electron transport mechanism in En-doped diodes were

based, to a large extent, on the effect of temperature changes on

the current-voltage characteristics and these characteristics for

Cu-doped diodes have only been measured at room temperature. It is

expected that Cu-doped diodes would behave similarly to En-doped

diodes as regards the temperature dependence of the current-voltage

characteristics.

It has been shown by Livingstoneand by Allen et al.

that if the applied reverse voltage in Cu-doped diodes is sufficient

to produce appreciable light emission then impact ionization of Cu

centres occurs. It was pointed out in section 6.2.1 that for many

Cu-doped diodes in reverse bias two emission threshold voltages have

been observed. No explanation is offered for the occurrence of these

double thresholds.

In chapter 5 a discussion of the excitation of luminescence

in forward bias of (non-ideal) Schottky diodes was given, This dis¬

cussion is ecjually applicable for Cu-doped diodes, as for En-doped

diodes and those without the deliberate incorporation of luminescence

centres, since all these types of diode exhibit the same minimum bias

(VT0) at the lower end of the constant quantum efficiency tange of
voltage.
6.3.2. Comparison between spectra obtained under different

excitation"conditions in the present work and with the
spectra observed by other authors
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Since in the present work on Cu-doped ZnSe the spectral

bands for photoluminescence, reverse bias electroluminescence and

forward bias electroluminescence were all found to peak at very-

nearly the same energy (l.90eV) there is evidence that ident¬

ical radiative transitions are involved in the three types of

luminescence. The spectral width for the two polarities of

electrolumineseencent excitation are very similar but a some¬

what sharper spectrum in obtained for photoluminescence. The

peak positions and the widths of the observed luminescence bands

in ZnSe : Cu are given in Appendix I.

Several authors have reported a red band in the lumine¬

scence spectrum of Cu-doped ZnSe and most of these have given the

energy corresponding to the peak of this band as slightly higher

than the value found by the present author. For example,the follow¬

ing results have been given for the peak of the red luminescence

band in Cu-doped ZnSe at room temperature:- photoluminescence:

1.923eV^^; cathodoluminescence: 1.915eV and 1.922eV^^j
A.C. excitation of powders: 1.930eV^^^ and 1.96 - 2.07eV^^»
In the spectra pertinent to each of these reports the width at

half-height was 0,29 — 0„02eV. At 77K the red luminescence band

( f) 2 $7^
in;ZiiS'e:Cu peaks, according to several authors ' ' in

the range 1.95 - 1.996V and, also at 77K, each of these authors

observed a green band in the emission. None of the authors re¬

ferred to in this section state if their published spectral data

were corrected for the response of the measuring system used. For

spectra of the width and of the energy location of the red

luminescence band in ZnSetCu this is not a negligible correction

for many of the more commonly used photocathode surfaces in
\

photomultipliers. As an illustration of this it is mentioned that

the spectra for luminescence of Cu-doped ZnSe, as measured by the author
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when using an S20 response photomultiplier as the detector,

peak, in their uncorrected form,at 1.95eV. Corrected spectra

obtained with the S20 response photomultiplier and with an Si

response photomultiplier were in good agreement.

6,3.3. The transitions involved in the luminescence of

Cu-doped ZnSe.

($5)
Fujiwara and Fukai observed that the peak of the red

band of photoluminescence emission in ZnSesCusIn shifted to lower

energies during the decay of the photoluminescence following pulse

excitation, According to their measurements, which were made at

77K, there are spectral bands,at l,95eV and 2,24eV' for steady excita¬

tion, but after a decay time of lOOps, only the red band remains,
and its peak is then at 1.92eV. The authors interpreted the observed

shift by postulating that the luminescence transitions are between

donor-acceptor pairs with In centres as the donors and Cu centres

as the acceptors. Coupling is strongest between relatively close

donor-acceptor pairs and for these the emission energy is also

greatest J hence,during the decay of the light, '"he emission band

shifts to lower energies. The present work on Cu-doped ZnSe was

performed on material in which A1 was added as a donor but no

time resolved spectra for the decay of either photoluminescence

or electroluminescence were measured so that it is not known if

there is a shift as in ZnSesCu:In. It has already been noted in

section 6.3.1 that in reverse bias the multiplication for a given

electric field strength and donor concentration is increased by

the addition of Cu centres. This does not necessarily mean that

the radiative transitions in reverse-biassed diodes are de-

ionization transitions rather than donor-acceptor pair transitions.

The decay time of the ,red, luminescence band in ZnSesCusIn at

7?K is, from the experiments of Fujiwara and Fukai , about 50ps,
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This decay time is of similar magnitude to the rise time found in

the present work for forward bias electroluminescence at room

temperature.

In the photoluminescence spectrum for the phosphor
(88")

ZnSsCusAl at room temperature Shionoya et al. found a green

band at 2.42eV to be dominant and at 77K he found that in addition

to this green band there is a blue band at approximately 2.75eV

with the two bands of similar intensity. The authors showed that,

during the decay of photoluminescence, the green band shifts to

lower energies with the peak shifted from its steady excitation

position by 0.04eV after a decay time of 1ms. The blue band, which

decayed more rapidly, did not shift in position, Shionoya et al.

interpreted the shift of the green band during the photolumine-

scence decay in terms of a model in which the green emission arises

from, transitions between donors and acceptors. There are many obvious

similarities in the luminescence of ZnS and ZnSe, both doped with

Cu, since each exhibits two bands separated by about 0.35eV with

the lower energy band having the properties of the longer decay

time, of dominance at room temperature and of exhibiting a shift

to lower energy during its decay. Unfortunately, Shionoya et al.

did not make it clear whether their measurements referred to ZnSs

CusAl in the zinc blende or hexagonal form. At room, temperature,
( S2)

for the cubic form of ZnS:Cu:Cl,leverenz found the photo-

luminescence spectrum to be dominated by a green band peaking at

2.34eV and,in numerous papers on the luminescence of Cu-doped ZnS

of unspecified crystallographic form including one for A.C.

electroluminescence in a powder phosphor , the existence of

bands,in any given specimen, at about 2.4eV and 2.8eV has been

described. The fact that the luminescence bands of Cu-doped ZnS

are at substantially higher energy than for the corresponding bands
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in Cu-doped ZnSe, whilst the bands due to the presence of Mn in

ZnS and ZnSe are at very nearly identical energies, is further

evidence that in the two Cu-doped phosphors the emission is not

due to a Cu internal transition.

The fast decay of light relative to the speed of the

rise of light in Cu-doped ZnSe diodes subjected to forward bias

pulses may be due to field ionization of the upper levels involved

in the radiative transitions between donor and acceptor pairs.

For zero applied bias, which is the condition for which the light

decay was observed, there is, in the depletion layer of diodes,

a strong built-in field. This field is about 10V cm in typical

diodes used in the present work and a field of this magnitude would

cause ionization of levels at a few tenths of an eV below the con¬

duction band edge in a time small compared to the probable radia¬

tive lifetime for these levels. In the rising edge of a light

pulse field ionization does not occur because the field is reduced

to a small value. As mentioned in section 4.2.4. the difference

In the rise and fall times for the light emission associated with forwa¬

rd bias is more marked in MAI diodes, where it is thought that the

emission may be due to Cu impurity, than for the diodes which were

deliberately doped with Cu. Possibly the explanation given is essen¬

tially correct for MAI diodes except that some other transition

between donor and acceptor pairs, not involving Cu, takes place,

6.4. SUMMARY

The similarity of the spectral peaks for photoluminescence,

reverse bias electroluminescence and forward bias electroluminescence

is evidence that in the three excitation methods the same respective

upper and lower radiatively coupled levels are involved. The upper

levels may be due to donor centres and the lower levels may be

acceptor levels attributable to the presence of Cu.
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7, CONCLUSIONS

The main advance resulting from the work described in this thesis

is considered to be that a method has been devised for experimentally studying

the band structure of semiconductors, based on an examination of the reverse

bias electroluminescence spectra from Schottky diodes prepared from material

free from intentionally added luminescence centres. In the present work only

ZnSe has been studied but the method should be equally applicable to a

wide range of semiconductors. Some preliminary work, as a check on the method,

is currently progressing for GaP, with this material chosen because its band

structure is more accurately known than is the case for ZnSe. The results

obtained to date^^"^ give support to the viability of the method. It was

found for ZnSe that in the absence of deliberately added luminescence centres

and in the electric fields of the order of 10^ cm which occur in reverse-

biassed diodes electrons are raised to an energy 2.65eV above the lowest

minimum of the conduction band causing population of the higher minima at

L^, and X^.
The electroluminescence band for reverse bias of Mn-doped ZnSe

arises from Mn internal ^"T^ - transitions. In these Mn-doped ZnSe diodes,
sufficient photometric power efficiency has been achieved in reverse bias

operation, which considered in conjunction with the cheapness of the diode

materials and fabrication, makes further development worthwhile pursuing

with the aim of producing practical light-emitting diodes.

The work on Cu-doped ZnSe was interesting from the point of view

of gaining information on the behaviour of diodes with a luminescence centre

other than Mn. It is not however probable that the performance of Cu-doped

ZnSe diodes can be developed to a point where they match, as practical

devices, the performance of other, already available, diodes which emit red

light.
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APPENDIXI

LUMINESCENCEBANDSOBSERVED*' INZnSeWITHDIFFERENTDOPANTSANDEXCITATIONMETHODS
J

DOPANTS

|

MATERIAL CODENO.

PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
Excitationwavelength=365nm Peak(eV)Width(eV)T(K)

REVERSEBIASE.L.
Peak(eV)width(eV)T(K)

FORWARDBIASE.L. Peak(eV)Width(eV)T(K)

|

Zn:Al

20A1

(veryweak)

290

1

(Inter-valley transitions)

290- 120

1.99(6!) 2.675

0.31 also 0.051

120 290

Mn:Zn:Al:Cl

MAI

2.10 2.12•<

0.19 ,0.13

290 118

1.91 1.94

0.33 0.29

290 117

Mn:Zn:Al:Cl

DM

2.12

0.19

290

2.02

0.42

290

Mn:Zn:Al:Cl

36B1

2.00

0.44

290

2.11 2.12

-0.20 0.18

290 120

2.01^61)
0.42

290

Mn:Zn:Al:Cl

26CI

2.11

0.22

290

—

Mn:Cl

36B1'

1.90

0.34

290

1 1 1 1

Cu:ZnsAl

46A1

1.89

0.30

290

1.90

0.39

290

;

1.90

0.37

290

Spectrum'width'inthistablereferstoenergydifferencebetweenJ-hei^itpoints,
*Observedbythe"authorunlessshownotherwisebyareferenceno.
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